
 

          

        

        

           

          

   

          

           

         

        

        

      

          

    

Chinese ceramics 

Porcelain was first produced in China around AD 600. The 

skilful transformation of ordinary clay into beautiful objects 

has captivated the imagination of people throughout history 

and across the globe. Chinese ceramics, by far the most advanced 

in the world, were made for the imperial court, the domestic 

market, or for export. 

Within this gallery of almost 1,700 objects are examples of the 

finest Chinese ceramics in the world, dating from the 3rd to the 

20th century. Some are unique creations, while others were 

mass-produced in batches of several hundred at a time. 

Technological innovations and the use of regional raw materials 

mean that Chinese ceramics are visually diverse. 

You can learn more about China, Chinese ceramics and their 

global impact in Room 33. 



  

        

          

         

            

         

           

   

        

         

          

           

          

       

   

Sir Percival David 

Sir Percival David (1892–1964) built the finest private collection 

of Chinese ceramics in the world. He came from the wealthy 

Sassoon banking family, based in Bombay (now Mumbai), India, 

and settled in London in 1913. His passion for China inspired him 

to learn Chinese well enough to translate 14th-century art texts. 

His business took him across East Asia where he purchased many 

of his best ceramics. 

David was a committed philanthropist and gave money towards 

establishing the first public display of Chinese ceramics at the 

Palace Museum in Beijing. He was determined to use his own 

collection to inform and inspire people and to keep it on public 

view in its entirety. Many of the ceramics he collected have 

inscriptions recording dates or details of their manufacture, 

patronage or collection history. 



  

         

         

          

          

         

          

         

        

           

      

        

        

       

       

    

   

      

   

 case 1 

The ‘David Vases’ 

These altar vases are the best-known Chinese porcelains in the 

world. Their importance lies in the dated inscriptions on their 

necks, above the bands of dragons. The dedication is the earliest 

known on blue-and-white wares. The text records that in AD 1351 

a man named Zhang Wenjin from Yushan county presented these 

two vases and an incense burner (the whereabouts of which is 

unknown) to a Daoist temple in Xingyuan (modern day Wuyuan 

county). Yushan county is in northeast Jiangxi province, which 

lies 120 km southeast of the city of Jingdezhen, where they were 

made. The inscription demonstrates that blue-and-white porcelain 

production was already well-established at Jingdezhen by AD 1351. 

Originally the vases, modelled after bronzes, had porcelain rings 

attached through the elephant head-shaped handles. Sir Percival 

David reunited these vases that had become separated. 

Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省,景德鎮 
Yuan dynasty, dated equivalent to AD 1351 

PDF B613 and B614 



  
     

  

         

         

            

          

          

           

       

          

         

     

        
     

  

  

    

 

 case 2 

Green-glazed stonewares 
Wu dynasty to Republican period 
about AD 220–1949 

White and green stonewares were the most important types of 

ceramics in China until the 14th century. The ceramics displayed 

here were made at the Yaozhou and Ru kilns in the north, and 

the Yue, Changsha and Longquan kilns in the south. The Qianlong 

emperor (ruled AD 1736–95) admired this vase and had it incised 

with verses inside the neck, which he composed, on the beauty of 

its crackled, pale celadon ge-type glaze. Green-glazed stonewares 

are called 青瓷 (qingci) in Chinese and celadons in English. The 

character 青 (qing) stands for shades seen in nature, including 

beige, blue, green or even black. 

Vase shaped after an ancient bronze called a hu 
Stoneware with crackled pale beige glaze 

Ge ware 哥窯 
Zhejiang province 浙江省 
Yuan dynasty, AD 1279 –1368 

PDF 94 



  
    

 

           

        

          

          

         

        

          

         

          

         

        
   

  

     

    

 

 case 3 

Longquan green-glazed wares 
Southern Song to Yuan dynasty 
AD 1127–1279 

This case contains celadons made at the kilns in and around the 

market town of Longquan in Zhejiang province. Connoisseurs regard 

the finest celadons as those with blue-tinged glazes, made in the 

late 12th and early 13th centuries. In the Song dynasty, educated 

men revived interest in antiques and in collecting objects from 

the past, and published catalogues illustrating ancient jades and 

bronzes. Song craftsmen modelled this vessel on the image of an 

ancient ritual jade object called a 琮 (cong). Such reproductions 

did not retain their original functions. Thus this cong was probably 

used as a vase, not as a ritual burial object. 

Vase shaped after an ancient jade called a cong 
Stoneware with blue-green glaze 

Longquan ware 龍泉窯 
Longquan area, Zhejiang province 浙江省 , 龍泉地區 
Southern Song dynasty, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 233 



  
  

  

          

          

         

        

        

         

       

         

      

     
      

   

     

    

 

 case 4 

Longquan green-glazed wares 
Yuan dynasty 
AD 1279 –1368 

In the Yuan dynasty, potters working in the Longquan area were 

unable to recreate the blue-green opaque glazes of the Southern 

Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279) (case 3), as they increased their 

production. Yuan Longquan wares, exemplified by this large wine 

flask, are typically decorated with applied moulded designs such 

as dragons, fish or flowers beneath a bean-green glaze. Merchants 

exported Longquan ceramics widely. Customers in Southeast and 

East Asia, the Middle East, Africa and occasionally Europe admired 

their hard bodies and glossy celadon glazes. 

Flask with a dragon among clouds 
Stoneware with applied decoration and green glaze 

Longquan ware 龍泉窯 
Longquan area, Zhejiang province 浙江省 , 龍泉地區 
Yuan dynasty, AD 1279 –1368 

PDF 242 



   
    
  

         

           

         

        

       

        

        

        

        

     

      
      

  

     

     

 

 case 5 

Longquan green-glazed wares 
Yuan to early Ming dynasty 
about AD 1279–1435 

Longquan potters improved the quality of their ceramics in the 

early Ming dynasty in response to orders placed by the Yongle 

and Xuande emperors (AD 1403–35), exemplified by this large dish. 

The court-ordered examples are similar in quality, shapes and 

motifs to contemporary early Ming dynasty Jingdezhen imperial 

porcelains. However, the quality of production declined as imperial 

patronage was withdrawn. After AD 1435, potters relied on 

middle-class customers and clients abroad for orders. This fall 

in standards at Longquan was counterbalanced by a steady 

improvement in the output at Jingdezhen. 

Large dish with a dragon among clouds 
Stoneware with incised decoration and celadon glaze 

Longquan ware 龍泉窯 
Longquan area, Zhejiang province 浙江省 , 龍泉地區 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1403 –35 

PDF 259 



    
  

   

         

          

       

           

      

              

           

           

  

    
      

     

  

     

      

 

 case 6 

Longquan and other southern 
green-glazed wares 
Ming dynasty AD 1368–1644 

These wares represent the last stages of production at Longquan 

and their later copies. The custom of donating flower vases with 

inscriptions to Daoist and Buddhist temples was long-established. 

This vase for a Daoist temple has an incised inscription beneath 

the glaze which reads 宣德七年七月吉日造天師府用 (Xuande qi 

nian qi yue ji ri zao Tianshi fu yong ‘Made on an auspicious day in 

the seventh month of the seventh year of the Xuande period 

(AD 1432) for use in the Tianshi fu’). Tianshi fu literally means 

‘Celestial Master’s mansion’. 

Temple vase dated by inscription 
Stoneware with incised decoration and inscription, 

green glaze; the neck cut down 

Longquan ware 龍泉窯 
Longquan area, Zhejiang province 浙江省 , 龍泉地區 
Ming dynasty, dated equivalent to AD 1432 

PDF 239 



   
   

  
 

          

           

         

          

          

         

           

         

       

     

  

    

     

 

 case 7 

Guan and guan-type wares 
Southern Song dynasty 
to Republican period 
AD 1127–1949 

Jin soldiers overthrew the Northern Song court in AD 1127. Emperor 

Song Gaozong (ruled AD 1127– 62), his family and staff fled their 

capital in Bianjing (Kaifeng) and established a new government in 

the south in Lin’an (Hangzhou). The emperor installed a kiln there 

to recreate the much-admired northern Ru wares (case 53). Guan 

(official) stonewares, such as this brush-washer, have a thin, dark 

clay body and a luscious celadon glaze with tiny bubbles and a 

distinctive crackle. Later admiration for these guan wares is shown 

by Yuan, Ming, Qing and Republican period versions. 

Brush-washer 
Stoneware with crackled pale blue-green glaze 

Guan ware 官窯 
Hangzhou, Zhejiang province 浙江省 , 杭州 
Southern Song Dynasty, about AD 1127–1200 

PDF 30 



   
   

  
 

          

         

         

         

            

         

       

       

    

     
      

     

    

       

 

 case 8 

Guan and guan-type wares 
Southern Song dynasty 
to Republican period 
AD 1127–1949 

Sir Percival David’s collection was inspired partly by a desire to 

acquire objects with a Chinese ‘imperial’ connection or made in 

‘scholarly taste’. This wine cup exemplifies both of these interests. 

It was commissioned by the Chenghua emperor (ruled AD 1465–87) 

and made at the imperial kilns in Jingdezhen. It is a porcelain copy 

of an earlier guan (official) celadon stoneware, dating from the 

Southern Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279) (case 7). Archaeologists 

have excavated sherds of related guan-type porcelain, with 

Chenghua reign marks, at Jingdezhen. 

Lobed wine cup with guan-type glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue mark, guan-type crackled 

glaze and brown-dressed foot and rim. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 

Ming dynasty, Chenghua mark and period, AD 1465–87 

PDF A57 



    
    

  

         

         

          

           

          

         

           

         

            

 

      
       

  

  

     

     

 

 case 9 

Ding and related white wares 
mid-Tang to Jin dynasty 
about AD 700–1234 

The main Ding ware workshops were located in Quyang county, 

Hebei province, and were in almost constant operation from the 

early 8th until the mid-14th century. During the early 10th century, 

Ding stonewares were often made in the shape of flowers and left 

undecorated. Later, in the 10th and early 11th century, incised and 

combed designs were created. Pairs of mandarin ducks, as seen 

here, are emblems of marital bliss. Ding wares were often fired 

upside-down on their rims, instead of their bases. Here, craftsmen 

used sheet copper, cut to size and heated to fit, to cover the 

unglazed rim. 

Bowl with a pair of mandarin ducks 
Stoneware with incised decoration, transparent glaze and 

copper rim mount 

Ding ware 定窯 
Quyang county, Hebei province 河北省 , 曲陽縣 
Northern Song dynasty, about AD 960–1127 

PDF 100 



 

    
  

  
 

            

       

        

       

         

        

        

            

          

        
      

   

  

     

   

 

case 10 

Ding and related white wares 
Northern Song dynasty 
to Republican period 
AD 960–1949 

Most of the ceramics in this case date to the 10th to 12th 

centuries. From the mid-11th century, potters used reusable, 

intricately carved intaglio moulds, which sped up the production 

process. Ding potters continued making ceramics with incised 

designs, but during the foreign Jin dynasty (AD 1115–1234) impressed 

designs were most common. Kiln supervisors enlarged the volume 

of production further by introducing saggars (clay fire-boxes) with 

stepped sides, so that the kilns could fire more wares at a time, 

stacking them on their rims one above another in increasing sizes. 

Lobed dish with peacocks and peonies in a rockery 
Stoneware with moulded decoration, transparent glaze 

and copper rim mount 

Ding ware 定窯 
Quyang county, Hebei province 河北省 , 曲陽縣 
Jin dynasty, AD 1115–1234 

PDF 161 



 

   
 

    
  

          

          

         

         

        

         

             

          

    

      
       

       

  

    

    

case 11 

Zhangzhou and other southern 
white wares 
Late Ming to Republican period 
about AD 1600–1949 

Potters in the late Ming, Qing and Republican periods made copies 

of Ding wares at Jingdezhen in Jiangxi province, Zhangzhou in Fujian 

provinceand in other southern kilns. This pair of incense-stick holders 

is modelled in the form of caparisoned elephants (saddled with 

blankets and wearing bridles). Potters at Zhangzhou under-fired the 

clay, which resulted in a ‘rice-coloured’ body. They then covered 

the ceramics either with a white slip and thin clear glaze or with an 

opaque white glaze. Connoisseurs called this type of ceramic 土定 
(tu ding ‘earthen Ding ware’). 

Incense-stick holders in the form of elephants 
Under-fired porcelain with incised and applied details 

and clear glaze, with cloisonné enamel incense holders 

Zhangzhou ware 漳州窯 
Zhangzhou, Fujian province 福建省 , 漳州 
Qing dynasty, cloisonné: Qianlong mark and period, AD 1736–95 

PDF 133 and PDF 134 



 

    
    

 

          

           

      

          

        

           

      

           

      

      
       

 

  

  

   

 

case 12 

Cizhou, black and related wares 
Tang dynasty to Republican period 
AD 618–1949 

Stoneware tea bowls were made across China, most notably at the 

Jian kilns in Fujian, Jizhou kilns in Jiangxi and in Henan province. 

Cizhou wares are coarse-bodied, non-imperial stonewares made 

at diverse sites in northern China. They derive their name from 

the production centre Cixian. Potters painted this wine bottle 

with three small boys and the inscription 仁和舘 (ren he guan 

‘Benevolence and Harmony Tavern’). Archaeologists excavated 

a similar Jin dynasty (AD 1115–1234) bottle from a canal site at 

Liuzi, Suixi county, Huaibei city, Anhui province. 

Wine bottle with boys and an inscription 
Stoneware with iron-pigmented brown slip, cream slip and 

transparent glaze 

Cizhou ware 磁州窯 
Northern China 中國北部 

Jin dynasty, AD 1115–1234 

PDF 316 



 

 
    

 

         

           

        

        

           

           

          

         

           

   
      

  

    

   

 

case 13 

Jun wares 
Northern Song to Qing dynasty 
AD 960–1911 

Jun wares are characterised by opalescent blue, purple or even 

green glazes. Where the glaze runs thin towards the edge of the 

vessels, it becomes semi-transparent to olive green. Jun wares 

were made in many kilns throughout Junzhou prefecture (modern 

Yuzhou or Yuxian) in Henan province from about AD 960 to 1435. 

Most of the output of the Jun kilns was for non-imperial customers 

and the ware was rarely exported. This dish is decorated with 

a lavender-blue glaze. The rich purple splashes are achieved by 

applying extra copper to the wet glaze before firing in the kiln. 

Dish with splashed glazes 
Stoneware with opalescent blue and lavender glazes 

Jun ware 鈞窯 
Yuxian, Henan province 河南省 , 禹縣 
Jin dynasty, AD 1115–1234 

PDF 93 



 

  
  
   

         

           

          

             

          

        

           

          

          

   
        

        

   

      

    

    

case 14 

‘Official’ Jun wares 
Ming dynasty 
about AD 1368 –1435 

Potters made ‘official’ Jun wares in Juntai, Yuxian, Henan province 

from about AD 1368 to 1435. They are also called ‘numbered’ Jun 

wares as they bear Chinese numbers incised on their bases. These 

numbers range from one to ten and appear to refer to the size of 

the vessel. Vessel forms are limited to flowerpots with and without 

saucers, shallow bulb bowls with studs, and bronze-inspired vases. 

There are also tablewares such as dishes and stem cups of this 

‘official’ quality and date that bear no numbers. This flowerpot 

and stand are inscribed 七 (qi ‘seven’) on the base. 

Hexagonal flowerpot and stand 
Stoneware covered in blue and purple glazes with 

olive-green glaze on the base and a ground mouth-rim 

‘Official’ Jun ware 官鈞窯 
Juntai, Yuxian, Henan province 河南省 , 禹縣 , 鈞台 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1368–1435 

PDF A9 and PDF A10 



 

      
   
   

  

           

         

         

         

               

        

         

         

      

    
     

      

      

    

 

case 15 

Shiwan, ‘soft Jun’ and other wares 
with Jun-style glazes 
Ming to Republican period 
AD 1368 –1949 

Craftsmen made some of the finest copies of Jun wares in Shiwan, 

Guangdong province, in the late Ming and Qing dynasties. Like 

other successful ceramic production centres, Shiwan is too hilly 

for a flourishing farming industry, but has plentiful supplies of 

wood to fuel the kilns. It is also close to a network of rivers for easy 

transportation of finished goods. Selected Shiwan pieces are signed 

by their makers. Connoisseurs regarded these marks as a brand 

of authenticity and quality. One can trace some potters’ histories 

using these marks through local family genealogies. 

Vase with imitation Jun glaze 
Stoneware with thick, mottled purplish-blue glaze 

Shiwan (pronounced Shekwan in Cantonese) ware 石灣窯 
Foshan, Nanhai, Guangdong province 廣東省 , 南海縣 , 佛山 
Qing dynasty, about AD 1800–1900 

PDF A75 



 

 
     

 

          

         

          

        

        

       

        

         

          

 

     
      

    

    

    

 

case 16 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Southern Song to Yuan dynasty 
AD 1127–1368 

Jingdezhen, a town in the southern province of Jiangxi, is one 

of the world’s earliest industrial towns. No other kiln complex 

can claim such a long and continuous history, lasting over one 

thousand years. Jingdezhen blue-and-white porcelain is one of the 

world’s most influential ceramics, sparking copies across the globe. 

Jingdezhen wares displayed here include 青白 (qingbai ‘blue-white’) 

and 卵白 (luanbai ‘opaque egg-white’). Ceramics marked 樞府 
(shufu ‘Privy Council’) are also included here. This jar demonstrates 

the skill of Yuan potters, combining underglaze red and blue, with 

applied decoration. 

Wine jar with applied floral panels 
Porcelain with applied, carved, incised, underglaze 

cobalt-blue and underglaze copper-red decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Yuan dynasty, about AD 1320–50 

PDF B661 



 
    

 

        

           

          

         

           

          

          

         

          

      

      
    

    

     

 

 case 17 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty, Yongle to Xuande 
AD 1403–35 

Potters working at Jingdezhen used cobalt oxide imported from 

the Middle East or Central Asia at this time. This mineral generates 

a blue colour when fired. It diffuses in patches through the 

transparent glaze and, after cooling, appears black where it has 

burned through the glaze and pale blue where it is thin. Serving 

dishes of this type were exported to Southeast Asia, India and 

the Middle East. These dishes were more suited to foreign dining 

than Chinese cuisine, which requires a variety of smaller bowls 

and containers. Other vessels in this case reflect early Ming court 

interest in Middle Eastern metalwork and glass. 

Large serving dish with flowers and waves 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Yongle reign, AD 1403–24 

PDF A663 



 
    

 

        

       

          

          

          

       

      

          

          

      

    
     

  

    

       

 

 case 18 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1426–1911 

The Xuande emperor, despite reigning for just ten years, 

commissioned an extraordinary variety of forms and patterns 

from the imperial kilns at Jingdezhen. Both the shape and glaze 

of this bowl, used in a dice-throwing game, were an innovation 

of his reign. Potters covered the outside with a blown-on, low-

temperature, lead-fluxed glaze coloured by cobalt oxide. Chinese 

connoisseurs called this glaze 雪花藍 (xuehualan ‘snowflake-blue’) 

to poetically describe the mottled white splodges amid the tones of 

blue. Surviving examples are rare. Most of the porcelains here were 

made in the Xuande and Chenghua reigns. 

Dice bowl with ‘snowflake-blue’ glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze-blue mark, ‘snowflake-blue’ 

and transparent glazes 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Xuande mark and period, AD 1426–35 

PDF 605 



 
 

   
 

         

           

       

       

           

               

             

        

            

   

   
    

    

       

 

 case 19 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty, 
Chenghua to Zhengde periods 
AD 1465–1521 

Porcelain of the middle Ming period (15th–16th century) lacks the 

vitality of earlier wares. This rare tablet carries an Arabic text from 

the Qur’an, chapter 72, verses 18 to 20: 

‘And that the places of prostration belong 

to God; so do not call on anyone along with God. 

And that when the servant of God stood to call to him they 

were almost on him in swarms. Say, “I call only to my Lord 

and I do not associate anyone with him.”’ 

Perhaps the tablet was positioned as a focus for prayer for a Muslim 

at the Zhengde court. 

Tablet with Arabic calligraphy 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Zhengde mark and period, AD 1506–21 

PDF B687 



 
 

   
 

        

        

          

         

          

          

          

          

           

  
      

  

    

    

   

 

 case 20 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty, 
Jiajing to Wanli periods 
AD 1522–1620 

Portuguese merchants established direct trade with China in the 

early 16th century. They traded Chinese porcelain, a treasured 

commodity in Europe. This bowl, mounted in silver-gilt as a cup, 

is the earliest known blue-and-white porcelain with a dated mount. 

It belonged to Samuel Lennard (AD 1553–1618). The cover and foot 

carry the mark FR, denoting a goldsmith who also made church 

plate. The crowned leopard’s head shows it was made in London 

and the lion passant is the standard mark for sterling silver. 

The letter ‘M’ in a shield dates the cup to AD 1569–70. 

The ‘Lennard Cup’ 
Porcelain with incised and underglaze cobalt-blue decoration, 

and silver-gilt mounts 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 ; 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1522–66, 

mounts dated AD 1569–70 

PDF 695 



 
 

   
 

        

        

        

         

          

         

           

       

  
    

    

       

 

 case 21 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty 
Jiajing to Wanli periods 
AD 1522–1620 

In the 16th century, potters decorated many imperial porcelains 

with emblems of longevity or other auspicious motifs. Although 

they created some new porcelain shapes, they also repeated 

decorative motifs and forms invented in the early 15th century, 

such as the blue-and-yellow designs seen in this case or this 

meiping vase with an underglaze blue painted dragon. The blue 

used in the second half of the 16th century is particularly well 

prepared and results in a deep, rich colour. 

Blue-and-white dragon vase 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Wanli mark and period, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 669 



 
 

   
 

       

        

            

         

          

          

            

              

          

     
    

    

     

 

 case 22 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty 
Jiajing to Wanli periods 
AD 1522–1620 

Porcelain production and the numbers of workers employed 

within the industry increased dramatically at Jingdezhen in the 

second half of the 16th century. To keep up with the vast demands 

for porcelain, non-imperial kilns fired wares for the court on 

commission, as well as for local customers and international trade. 

Workers mined new sources of inferior-quality clay. This clay had 

a less good fit with the glaze and is characterised by tiny frits 

(chips) where the glaze is thin, such as on the rim of a dish, 

or the folds on the robes of this figure of Guanyin. 

Figure of Guanyin (Bodhisattva of Compassion) 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Wanli period, AD 1573–1620 

PDF A631 



 
 
   

 

        

        

          

          

            

         

          

         

     

     
    

    

    

 

 case 23 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty 
Wanli to Chongzhen periods 
AD 1573–1644 

As demand from the court declined, Jingdezhen potters eagerly 

accepted orders from middle-class customers in China, as well 

as exporting wares to the Middle East, Europe and Japan. Many 

of the porcelains in this display case are tablewares that were 

made in sets of five for Japanese clients. This rare kraak dish is 

remarkable, as it combines motifs from Iran, Holland and China. 

The Persian figures are probably from a Mughul painting, the tulips 

were perhaps copied from a Dutch blue-and-white dish and the 

landscapes are a traditional Chinese motif. 

Kraak dish depicting two Persian figures 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1600–44 

PDF C645 



 
 

  

          

            

         

         

          

         

         

         

        

    
        

    

       

 

 case 24 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Qing dynasty 
AD 1644 –1911 

In AD 1644, the Manchu army invaded the Forbidden City, bringing 

to an end nearly 300 years of Ming dynasty rule. The Qing dynasty 

was founded by the Shunzhi emperor (reigned AD 1644–61) and 

was the last imperial dynasty of China. Qing imperial porcelains 

from Jingdezhen are characterised by a new fineness and a greater 

regularity of form. Some new shapes were introduced too, such 

as the snuff bottle. However, Qing emperors also maintained an 

interest in past Chinese styles, as evidenced by this blue-and-yellow 

dish with fruiting peach branches inspired by early 15th-century 

examples. 

Dish with fruiting peach branches 
Porcelain with underglaze blue, transparent and yellow glazes 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Yongzheng mark and period, AD 1723–35 

PDF A795 



 
   

  

        

         

         

        

         

           

           

     

     
   

    

        

       

    

 case 25 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty and Ming-style 
polychromes 
about AD 1465–1874 

Ming emperors appear to have favoured bright, colourful schemes 

for their buildings, costumes and furnishings. There are two types 

of Ming and Ming-style enamel decoration in this display case. 

One method involves applying colours directly onto the biscuit-

fired porcelain body. In the other technique, porcelain vessels are 

fired with a layer of transparent glaze, then the enamels added and 

the object fired again. Those using the first technique, such as this 

dish and bowl, have duller colours. 

Dish and bowl with on-the-biscuit decoration 
Porcelain with on-the-biscuit glazes 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Wanli mark and period, AD 1573–1620 (dish) 

and Qing dynasty, Shunzhi period, AD 1644–62 (bowl) 

PDF 790 and PDF 739 



 
   

  

         

           

          

         

          

       

            

           

         

        
        

      

    

     

 

 case 26 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty and Ming-style 
polychromes 
about AD 1465–1722 

This polychrome ewer is decorated with areas of overglaze iron-

red enamel. On top of this, potters placed cut-out gold foil, which 

they then incised before firing again at a low temperature. This 

decorative technique is known by the Japanese term 金襴手 
(kinrande ‘gold brocade style’). The name refers to the delicate 

silk-like pattern of the gold. Handling kinrande-decorated objects 

wears the gold away from the porcelain, which is why so much of 

the detail is missing from this wine ewer. Other porcelains in this 

display case are decorated with a variety of overglaze techniques. 

Wine ewer in the form of a woman dancing 
Porcelain with overglaze red, turquoise and green enamels, 

and traces of kinrande gilding (replacement lid) 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Wanli reign, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 704 



  
   

  

           

       

         

           

           

         

         

           

     

     
   

    

       

 

 case 27 

Jingdezhen porcelains 
Ming dynasty and Ming-style 
polychromes 
about AD 1465–1949 

Many of the porcelains displayed in this case are decorated in a 

technique called 五彩 (wucai ‘five-colours’). Potters began by 

applying cobalt-blue pigment to certain parts of the design such 

as the blue dragon on this dish. They then covered the porcelain 

with a transparent glaze and fired it at a high temperature. After 

cooling, they completed the design using a palette of overglaze 

enamels dominated by four other colours: red, yellow, green and 

aubergine. The porcelain was then fired for a second time at a 

lower temperature to fix these pigments. 

Dish with dragons chasing flaming pearls 
Porcelain with wucai decoration 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Longqing mark and period, AD 1567–72 

PDF 798 



   
   
  

         

           

          

            

         

     

         

        

        

          

    
        

    

    

    

 

 case 28 

Fahua and related wares 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1488–1800 

Collectors coined the term 法華 or 琺華 (fahua ‘designs with 

boundaries’) in the 1920s. It refers to a style of decoration similar 

to cloisonné. Fahua wares use laces of clay paste, or sometimes 

incised lines – rather than metal wires – to form the borders 

of separate colours. These cells are filled with bright overglaze 

colours: turquoise, ink-blue, amber-yellow, aubergine, 

emerald-green and white. Chemically fahua glazes are of an alkaline 

type more commonly used in Middle Eastern ceramics. Relatively 

low-fired fahua stonewares were made in northern China and 

high-fired fahua porcelains, such as this wine jar, in southern China. 

Wine jar showing a peacock 
Porcelain with fahua decoration with blue, turquoise and yellow 

on-the-biscuit glazes, with green-glazed interior 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1488–1505 

PDF 759 



   
  

  

       

         

          

         

         

       

          

         

         

      

         
       

   

      

  

    

 

 case 29 

Zhangzhou and related wares 
Late Ming dynasty 
about AD 1550–1644 

These thick-walled porcelains are decorated with free and 

spontaneous brushstrokes, here showing the path to the Island of 

the Immortals. They were made at various kilns, mostly located in 

the coastal province of Fujian. Collectors and scholars called these 

‘Swatow’ wares after an old Dutch transliteration of Shantou, a 

port in Guangdong province, mistakenly connected with them. 

Merchants traded them in Southeast Asia, as well as Japan and 

Holland. They are characterised by coarse, sandy bases and were 

made in three main styles: with underglaze blue; overglaze enamels; 

and slip decoration on a single-coloured ground. 

Dish with the path to the Island of the Immortals 
Porcelain with overglaze turquoise, red and black enamels 

Zhangzhou export ware (‘Swatow’) 

Pinghe county, Zhangzhou prefecture, Fujian province 

福建省 , 漳州 , 平和縣 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1573–1620 

PDF A709 



  
   

        

       

           

          

          

       

            

           

         

           

 

           

    

        

       

      

 

case  30 

古玩圖 Guwan tu 
‘Pictures of Ancient Playthings’ 

This handscroll provides a pictorial catalogue of antique items 

from the imperial collection, possibly documenting the contents 

of palace rooms. The objects are depicted in such detail that some 

may be matched with examples in this room. Nearly 250 ceramics, 

jades, bronzes and other materials dating from about 2500 BC to 

about AD 1728 are shown, many on stands. 

The painting is scroll six from a series of unknown size. Only one 

other similar scroll is known, in the V&A Museum, dated AD 1729. 

Scholars calculate there were at least 14 scrolls documenting about 

3,500 items. The style is a hybrid of European and Qing court 

painting traditions. 

In order to preserve the scroll, it is unrolled to reveal different 

sections on a regular basis. 

Ink and colours on paper, silk mount, stained ivory 

Anonymous artists of the Qing imperial painting academy 

Qing dynasty, Yongzheng period dated AD 1728 

PDF X01 



    
   

 

          

         

         

          

         

          

          

       

     

        
        

   

    

    

 

 case 31 

Jingdezhen doucai and wucai porcelains 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1465–1911 

Displayed here are Ming and Qing dynasty porcelains in 鬥彩 
(doucai ‘joined colours’) and 五彩 (wucai ‘five colours’) style. 

The finest doucai wares were made during the Chenghua emperor’s 

reign (case 60). They were so admired that potters at Jingdezhen 

imitated them for 500 years. The Ming wucai technique is 

demonstrated by this ewer, modelled as a section of bamboo 

with bamboo handle, spout and knob. Qing wucai wares, seen in 

this display case, were painted with watercolour-like, translucent 

enamels, sometimes with underglaze blue details. 

Wine ewer with the ‘Three Friends of Winter’ 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue and overglaze red, green, 

aubergine and black enamels 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, about AD 1620–44 

PDF B714 



   
  

         

          

       

          

         

         

           

         

    

       
      

    

      

    

 case 32 

Jingdezhen porcelains with wucai enamels 
Qing to Republican period 
about AD 1662–1949 

Early Qing enamels are thin and translucent, dominated by green, 

black, aubergine, red and yellow pigments. The earliest Qing wucai 

incorporated underglaze cobalt-blue, developed from earlier wucai 

wares (case 31). An overglaze blue was invented around AD 1700. 

Black and red enamels were used for outlining. Albert Jacquemart 

(AD 1808–75) described this palette, dominated by shades of green, 

as famille verte in his Histoire de la Céramique published in 1873. 

These bowls are delicately painted with tiny brush strokes, which 

build up colour and texture. 

Pair of bowls with immortals and their attendants 
Porcelain with overglaze enamels, iron-red and gilding 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Kangxi period, about AD 1700–22 

PDF 863 and PDF 859 



   
 

          

         

             

         

        

          

        

        

        

        
   

    

    

    

 case 33 

Jingdezhen porcelains with fencai enamels 
Qing to Republican period 
AD 1720–1949 

A new opaque palette of overglaze colours was invented around 

AD 1720. White enamel increased the shades of colours available 

to potters and a new pink gave the overall palette a softer feel. The 

technique for making pink pigment using gold was introduced to 

China from Europe. However, European and Chinese craftsmen used 

quite different recipes to achieve it. Some of the most technically 

accomplished fencai wares were made in the Yongzheng emperor’s 

reign (AD 1723–35). These dishes are known as ‘ruby-backed’ 

because of the pink colour on their outer walls. 

Dishes with the West Lake at Hangzhou and figures 
Porcelain with fencai enamels 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, about AD 1720–40 

PDF 862 and PDF 861 



  
   
  

          

           

          

         

            

          

           

        

            

       

      
      

        

  

    

       

    

 case 34 

Dehua porcelain vessels 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1600–1911 

Dehua kilns were active in the Song and Yuan dynasties and 

enjoyed a revival in the late Ming and Qing periods (AD 1600 

–1911). Dehua wares of this period are typified by granular, sugar-

white bodies and either blue-tinged or creamy white glazes. 

The whiteness of these porcelains is due to the low levels of iron 

impurities in the body. These two vases are essentially the same 

shape. One is noteworthy for its dated inscription and the other for 

its enamel decoration and base inscription. Plain white porcelains 

from the Dehua kilns in Fujian are also known outside China by 

the 19th-century French connoisseurs’ term Blanc de Chine. 

Two inscribed vases modelled after bronze vessels 
Porcelain with iron-brown inscription, transparent glaze; 

and with overglaze red, green, turquoise and black enamels 

Dehua ware 德化窯 
Dehua, Fujian province 德化 , 福建省 
Ming dynasty, dated AD 1639 and AD 1628–44 

PDF 405 and PDF 758 



  
   
  

          

          

         

          

           

          

         

      

          

    

  
      

  

    

    

 

 case 35 

Dehua porcelain figures 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1600–1911 

At the Dehua kilns, potters made figures of gods and goddesses 

for altars, as well as specifically for sale abroad. Originally these 

figures were probably made as cheap alternatives to ivory carvings, 

also made in Fujian. Figures of Guanyin are quite common. Images 

of the Buddha, such as this, are comparatively rare. Many of the 

Dehua figures bear the marks of individual potters or their families. 

This is unusual in Chinese ceramics. Exported figures have been 

found in archaeologial excavations, salvaged shipwrecks, and 

inventories of possessions, but most of the objects in this display 

case are in Chinese taste. 

Figure of Buddha 
Porcelain moulded and carved with transparent glaze 

Dehua ware 德化窯 
Dehua, Fujian province 德化 , 福建省 
Qing dynasty, about AD 1700–1750 

PDF 414 



 
 
   
  

        

     

         

          

          

        

            

          

         

   
      

  

    

       

 

 case 36 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1522–1911 

Connoisseurs in China, Europe and Japan have developed an 

extensive vocabulary for describing monochrome porcelains. 

For example the flecked-green wares are called ‘tea-dust’, the shiny 

black ‘mirror-black’ and red wares, like this cup, ‘coral-red’. Most 

of the porcelains in this case have single-hue glazes coloured by 

iron-pigments fired in different conditions. They generally have two 

firings, the first to fix any underglaze blue reign mark and the clear 

glaze, and then a lower temperature firing for the colours. These 

were created in Chinese taste and were not for export. 

Cup with ‘coral-red’ glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue, transparent glaze 

and iron-red glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Yongzheng mark and period, AD 1723–35 

PDF B519 



 
 
 
  

        

        

          

          

         

        

        

             

      

    
     

    

       

    

 case 37 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Qing dynasty 
about AD 1700–1911 

Contact between the successive courts of the Kangxi, Yongzheng 

and Qianlong emperors (AD 1662–1795) and foreign Jesuits residing 

in the Forbidden City led to an exchange of scientific technologies 

and ideas. The bright lime-green colour on this bowl was an 

innovation of the Yongzheng reign and was influenced by European 

technology. It was made by adding copper to lead-antimonate. 

Chinese potters made little use of lead-antimonate, despite having 

large deposits of it, but in Europe it was used for a bright yellow 

pigment in glass, glaze and oil paint. 

Two cups with lime-green glaze 
Porcelain with transparent and lime-green glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Yongzheng mark and period, AD 1723–35 

PDF B525 and PDF B526 



 
 
 
  

        

       

        

      

          

       

         

          

         

    
      

  

    

       

 

 case 38 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Qing dynasty 
about AD 1700–1911 

The Yongzheng emperor (AD 1723–35) sent officials to closely 

supervise production of porcelains at Jingdezhen. From official 

Qing dynasty palace records we know that he encouraged 

experimentation with single-coloured glazes there. Green, derived 

from copper, was used as a single-colour glaze from the Xuande 

period (AD 1426–35), applied over a transparent high-fired 

glaze. Potters invented this variant, a melon-green glaze, for the 

Yongzheng emperor. They first incised the bowl so that the glaze 

would pool in the recessed lines, creating an attractive surface. 

Bowl with monochrome mid-green glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue, and overglaze 

copper-pigmented green overglaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Yongzheng mark and period, AD 1723–35 

PDF B507 



     
          

          

          

       

           

           

          

         

            

         

            

  

     

 

 

 case 39 

Vat for fish and aquatic plants 
The Longqing emperor ruled for just six years (AD 1567–72). 

During his reign, the imperial kilns were supervised by a succession 

of local magistrates with no official remaining in post for very 

long. Jingdezhen suffered severe flooding during the Longqing 

emperor’s reign and in AD 1571 the kilns were devastated by fire. 

Potters fired this large vat twice, painting some of the design in 

underglaze blue and then firing it again with overglaze red, yellow, 

aubergine and green to complete the design. Such vats would 

have been used as fish tanks and to grow water plants at the 

Longqing emperor’s court. Scenes of ducks swimming on a river, 

or in a pond, are shown on one side. Herons are shown preening 

themselves on the other with lotus and other water plants between. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, 

Ming dynasty, Longqing mark and period, 

AD 1567–72 

PDF 778 



 
 
   

 

        

           

         

         

          

           

           

        

        

       
      

    

     

    

 case 40 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1403–1911 

Patronage of the Yongle emperor (AD 1403–24) stimulated the 

creation of some of the finest porcelains ever made, with a unique 

lustrous quality. This ewer and meiping are incised and covered 

with 甜白 (tianbai ‘sweet-white’) glaze. Potters were able to fire 

tianbai porcelains at a higher temperature as they have a higher 

proportion of kaolin in the clay than earlier white wares, and a 

reduced amount of limestone in the glaze. Ewers like this are called 

僧帽壺 (sengmao hu ‘monk’s cap ewer’). The Yongle emperor 

ordered the ewers for ceremonies to mourn his parents. 

Monk’s cap ewer and meiping with tianbai glaze 
Porcelain with incised decoration and transparent glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Yongle period, AD 1403–24 

PDF A426 and PDF 468 



  
 
   

 

         

         

          

           

           

           

          

          

           

     
       

    

       

 

 case 41 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1403–1911 

This dish demonstrates the earliest ever yellow glaze on porcelain. 

Yellow glazes were thereafter used exclusively by the court for 

some 500 years. The glaze is low-fired and pigmented with iron. 

This dish is further remarkable for the traces of gilding around the 

edges of the rim. Gilding is extremely rare on early Ming porcelains, 

but is used for some Yongle white wares. Its base is unglazed 

and reveals a typical early 15th-century body with flecks of iron 

impurities. The porcelains in this case are yellow and white and 

vary widely in date from the Yongle to the late Qing period. 

Large yellow serving dish with gilding 
Porcelain with transparent and yellow glazes and gilding 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Yongle to Xuande period, AD 1403–35 

PDF 582 



  
 
   

 

           

         

          

          

          

           

         

           

          

      
      

    

       

       

    

 case 42 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1403–1911 

These bowls are called 蓮子碗 (lian zi wan ‘lotus bud bowl’) and 

their shape was invented in the Yongle period (AD 1403–24). 

Potters used this shape and style of decoration at Jingdezhen for 

white and underglaze blue bowls in both the Yongle and Xuande 

eras. White wares made during the reign of the Xuande emperor 

(AD 1426–35) are often bluer in tone than those made during his 

father, the Yongle emperor’s, reign (case 41). Other porcelains in 

this display case are covered only with a transparent glaze, such 

as these bowls, or with glaze and an iron-pigmented yellow glaze. 

Two lian zi wan (lotus bud bowls) 
Porcelain with incised decoration and transparent glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Yongle period, AD 1403–24 and 

Ming dynasty, Xuande mark and period, AD 1426–35 

PDF A419 and PDF A483 



 

   
         

          

         

           

          

         

        

            

          

          

           

  

      

 

 

case 43 

Large bowl with dragons 
This magnificent heavily potted 缸 (gang ‘large bowl’) is painted 

in underglaze cobalt-blue with a design of two flying dragons amid 

swirling and crashing waves. The dragons have long snouts and 

gaping jaws. Above the band of classic scroll at the thickened rim 

is a six-character Xuande reign mark. The inside is glazed while 

the base is not. Similar, slightly larger, Xuande-period fish bowls 

have been excavated at Zhushan, Jingdezhen. The emperor ordered 

them to use as fish tanks or for growing water plants, either within 

the palace or in the palace gardens. Potters found them extremely 

challenging to produce. They are difficult to fire without warping 

in the kiln because of their size. Very few examples survive today. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 

Ming dynasty, Xuande mark and period 

AD 1426–35 

PDF 655 



 

 
 
   

 

      

          

          

             

         

          

           

        

      

         
      

   

    

       

 

case 44 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
AD 1403–1911 

Chinese emperors commissioned porcelains with innovative glazes 

from the imperial kilns at Jingdezhen. They also ordered wares 

that followed historic styles. This high-fired cup reflects the past 

in two senses. Firstly it is modelled in the form of an ancient bronze 

ritual vessel, made for heating wine, called a jue. Furthermore, 

contrasting white dragons on a blue ground evoke some of the 

finest porcelains of the early 14th century (case 55). The first Ming 

emperor, Hongwu (AD 1368–98), ordered white porcelain vessels 

of this jue form for ritual use. 

Cup in the form of an ancient bronze jue 
Porcelain with cobalt-blue glaze, reserved biscuit, 

slip decoration and gilding 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Jiajing mark and period, AD 1522–66 

PDF A561 



 

  
 
 

 

           

          

           

        

            

          

       

            

 

       
     

  

    

       

   

case 45 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Qing dynasty 
AD 1644–1911 

Most of the porcelains in this display case were made at Jingdezhen 

in the Qing dynasty. Bowls with this ogee-shaped outline and 

glaze are unusual and were first made in the Yongzheng period 

(AD 1723–35). These bowls bear underglaze blue Qianlong seal 

marks on their bases. They are decorated in a café au lait glaze, 

so-named because the colour is like milky coffee. Depending on 

its concentration, firing temperature and other conditions within 

the kiln, iron pigment added to a glaze can create a vast spectrum 

of colours. 

Pair of bowls with café au lait glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue mark, transparent 

and iron-brown glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Qianlong mark and period, AD 1736–95 

PDF A572 and A573 



 

 
 
 

 

         

          

           

          

          

         

         

        

   

     
       

    

     

    

case 46 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Qing dynasty 
AD 1644–1911 

Porcelains in this case are all decorated with single-coloured 

high-fired glazes. Some of the colours are painted on, but this 

pair of bottles has the colour blown onto the glaze. Potters took 

a bamboo tube covered with silk gauze and blew ground cobalt 

through it, onto the moist transparent glaze. After firing at a 

high temperature they added gilt designs. This type of Chinese 

monochrome was very popular in Europe where it was copied 

successfully in England at the Worcester and Bow porcelain 

factories around AD 1760. 

Pair of bottles with ‘powder-blue’ glaze 
Porcelain with transparent and ‘powder-blue’ glazes and gilding 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Kangxi period, AD 1662–1722 

PDF B555 and PDF B556 



 

    
          

           

            

           

          

            

             

         

         

           

           

   

   

      

 

case 47 

Large dated celadon temple vase 
This tall vase is carved with peony scrolls. Its construction is 

typical of the Yuan dynasty. Carved around the inner lip is a 

dedication: 

栝(括)倉、剱(劍)川、流山、萬安社，居奉三寳弟子，張進成，燒造大

花瓶壹雙，捨入覺林院、大法堂、佛前，永充供養，祈福保安，家門

吉慶者。泰定四年丁卯嵗仲秋吉日謹題 . 

It was translated by R. L. Hobson in 1934 as ‘Zhang Jincheng of 

the village of Wan’an by Liuhua hill at Jianchuan in Guacang, a 

humble believer in the Precious Trinity [ie Buddhism] has fired a 

pair of large flower vases to be placed for ever before the Buddha 

in the Great Hall of Ritual at Juelin Temple, with a prayer that the 

blessings of peace, happiness and prosperity may attend his family. 

Respectfully inscribed on an auspicious day in the second month 

of autumn of the dingmao year in the Taiding period [AD 1327]’. 

Jianchuan is an old name for Longquan. Guacang is close to Lishui 

in Zhejiang province. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

Yuan dynasty, dated equivalent to AD 1327 

PDF 237 



 

    
              

         

   

         

      

              

          

           

            

   

   

      

 

case 47 

Large dated celadon temple vase 
On one side of the neck is a dated dedication in a panel with a 

lotus leaf above and a lotus flower below. It reads 

景泰伍年,福里鎮安社,信人楊宗信,喜捨恭入本寺供養□, 

自身延壽者 . 

Jingtai wunian Fuli Zhen’an she xinren Yang Zongxin xishe gongru 

bensi gongyang [...] zishen yanshou zhe. 

It has been translated by R. L. Hobson as ‘In the fifth year of the 

Jingtai period [AD 1454], the believer Yang Zongxin of the village 

of Zhen’an in the district of Fuli has respectfully offered this [vase] 

to the local temple to be placed before the Buddha, with a prayer 

for long life’). 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

Ming dynasty, dated equivalent to AD 1454 

PDF 238 



  
 
   
  

      

         

        

         

        

           

          

         

  

    
        

    

     

 

 case 48 

Single-coloured porclains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1403–1795 

This display case presents high-fired, single-coloured porcelains 

made between the Ming emperor Yongle’s (AD 1403–24) and the 

Qing emperor Qianlong’s (AD 1736–95) reigns. Those with blue-

green glazes copy earlier celadons, such as Southern Song dynasty 

(AD 1127–1279) guan wares (case 54). The copper-red vessels 

shown are Ming, Qing or Qing copies of Ming wares. Potters at 

the imperial kilns at Jingdezhen made this rare pale celadon bowl, 

incised with a delicate peony flower design for the Chenghua 

emperor (AD 1465–87). 

Bowl incised with peony scrolls 
Porcelain with incised design and a pale celadon glaze 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Chenghua period, AD 1465–87 

PDF B566 



 
 
   
  

        

         

           

         

          

        

         

            

   

   
      

  

    

       

 

 case 49 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Ming to Qing dynasty 
about AD 1506–1911 

High-fired, copper-red glazes were perfected at Jingdezhen in the 

early 15th century, during the Yongle reign. Potters made almost 

no copies of these glazes for the next 500 years. This saucer-dish 

is extremely rare, as few imperial dishes with high-fired copper-

red glazes were made in the 16th century. Mostly the potters 

substituted overglaze iron-red, which was much easier to control 

and caused less wastage when completing imperial orders. Here 

the colour is confined to the outside of the dish, while the inside 

has a transparent glaze. 

Saucer-dish with copper-red glaze 
Porcelain with underglaze cobalt-blue mark, transparent 

and copper-red glazes 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Ming dynasty, Zhengde mark and period, AD 1506–21 

PDF 522 



 
 
 
  

         

         

       

           

           

        

        

           

          

  

     
      

  

    

       

      

 case 50 

Single-coloured porcelains 
from Jingdezhen 
Qing dynasty 
about AD 1662–1911 

The Qianlong emperor (AD 1736–95) is known for his fascination 

with antiques. He had a fabulous collection of bronzes, jades, 

ceramics, paintings, calligraphy and decorative art objects. 

These three vases combine the shape of an ancient bronze with 

a copy of the glaze of Southern Song dynasty (AD 1127–1279) 

guan stonewares, on a porcelain body. The peach-bloom and 

flame-red glazes here were inspired by early Ming copper-red 

glazes. The combination of an interest in the antique and a desire 

to experiment and create something new is a fundamental part 

of Chinese culture. 

Three hu-shaped vases with guan-type glaze 
Porcelain with crackled iron-pigmented glaze and 

dark brown slip 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province 江西省 , 景德鎮 
Qing dynasty, Qianlong mark and period, AD 1736–95 

PDF A87, PDF A88 and PDF A90 



 

 

       

        

        

   
        

          

            

            

           

             

      

           

      

         

        

  

    

  

  

case 51 

Changing scholarship 

Chinese ceramics are constantly being redated and reattributed 

as a result of archaeological excavations and academic study. 

This display case is used to illustrate changing scholarship. 

Ru bowl with inscription 
The Qianlong emperor (AD 1736–95) was a fervent antique 

collector and a great patron of the arts. He personally admired 

this bowl but, rather than a fine example of Ru ware, he believed 

it to be an illustration of Jun ware. He had an inscription praising 

the quality of Jun wares incised into the inside at the bottom 

of the bowl in AD 1786. This poem appears in vol. 21 of Section 

V of《乾隆御製詩集》 (Qianlong yuzhi shiji ‘Collected Works of 

the Qianlong Emperor’) and is entitled ‘On a Bowl of Jun Ware’. 

Modern scholarship including archaeological excavations of Ru 

production sites and scientific analysis of the glaze confirm its 

production during the Northern Song dynasty, about AD 1086–1125. 

The inscription reads: 

均 [鈞]窑都出脩[修]内司，至今盤多椀 [碗]艱致；

内府藏盤數近百，椀 [碗]則晨星見一二。

何物不可窮其理，椀 [碗]大難藏盤小易；

於斯亦當知懼哉，愈大愈難守其器。

乾隆丙午御題。



          

        

           

           

           

          

             

           

         

            

        

 

    

     

 

 case 51 

The inscription can be translated as ‘Jun wares were all produced 

at the Xiuneisi [Palace Maintenance Office]. Many dishes have 

survived but bowls are difficult to find. In the palace alone are 

stored well-nigh a hundred dishes. Yet bowls are as rare as stars 

in the morning. What is there, forsooth, for which a cause cannot 

be found? Large bowls are difficult to preserve, small dishes easy. 

In this I find a moral and a warning. The greater the object, the 

heavier the task of its care. Composed by Qianlong in the cyclical 

year bingwu [equivalent to AD 1786], and inscribed by Imperial 

order’. The two seals at the end of the stanza read 比德 
(bide ‘measure of virtue’) and 郎潤 (langrun ‘clear and unctuous’). 

Ru ware 

Qingliangsi, Baofeng county, Henan province 

Northern Song dynasty, about AD 1086–1125 

PDF 3 



 

  

          

         

         

          

          

   
        

           

         

         

          

     

    

 

case 52-1 

Pre-Song glazed stonewares 

Early Chinese ceramics are named after the areas where they were 

made. Ceramics from ancient Yuezhou are called Yue wares. From 

the 9th century scholars praised southern Yue green wares and 

northern Xing white wares. Yue and Xing wares are the foundation 

for later green and white stonewares such as Yaozhou and Ding. 

Dish with two phoenixes 
Educated bureaucrats praised Yue stonewares such as this, likening 

them to jade and recommending their use for tea. In the Tang 

dynasty (AD 618–907), craftsmen at the Yue kilns used protective 

saggars (clay fireboxes) during firing to improve their quality of 

output. Inscriptions on Yue ceramics are rare. This dish is incised 

永 (yong ‘eternal’) on the base. 

Shanglinhu, Zhejiang, about AD 850–907 

PDF 262 



 
          

               

           

           

          

  

    

 

 
          

           

        

            

           

         

    

 

 case 52-1 

Double-fish-shaped flask 
This Yue stoneware flask has loops for threading a cord for 

carrying it. It is modelled in the form of paired fish – a visual pun 

for abundance. The words for fish 魚 and abundance 餘 are both 

pronounced yu. The Yue kilns were revived in the 8th and 9th 

centuries. This reflected a shift in economic power from the north 

to the south. 

Shanglinhu, Zhejiang, about AD 800–907 

PDF 251 

Drum-shaped bowl 
Buddhism first flourished in China from the 4th to the 

mid-9th century, giving rise to a new philosophy and a need 

for new ceremonial equipment. Buddhist devotees used this Xing 

stoneware vessel as an alms bowl or for setting water on an altar. 

Xing ware can be hard to distinguish from Ding ware but generally 

has a colder, bluer tone through its transparent glaze. 

Hebei province, about AD 800–907 

PDF 182 



   
        

          

          

        

        

        

    

 

   
         

         

           

          

            

  

    

 

 case 52-1 

Lobed dish with inscription 
Ding wares seldom bear inscriptions except for some marked 

官 (guan ‘official’) or 新官 (xinguan ‘new official’). This dish is of 

official quality, but its base is incised 會稽 (kuaiji), an abbreviation 

and alternate characters for 會計司 (Kuaiji si ‘Palace Accounts 

Office’). This was incised before firing, which precludes the 

possibility of it being a later inscription. 

Hebei province, about AD 907–1000 

PDF 173 

Box carved with peonies 
The makers of this Yaozhou stoneware box carved four peony 

flowers into the leather-hard clay, added texture using a comb 

tool, and then dipped the box into liquid glaze. This glaze pooled 

in the grooves, creating a contrasting dark and light floral pattern. 

Officials may have sent items of this high quality as tribute to the 

Northern Song Court. 

Huangpu, Shaanxi province, AD 1000–1127 

PDF 244 



     

          

        

       

       

      

   

    
         

       

          

       

            

      

    

    

 case 52-2 

Northern Song to Jin Ding wares 

The main Ding workshops operated from the early 8th until the 

mid-14th century. From the late 10th century onwards, Ding 

craftsmen decorated pure white stonewares with incised or 

combed designs. From the mid-11th century they introduced 

intricately carved, reusable intaglio moulds, to speed 

up the production process. 

Dish and basin with peonies 
Between AD 1086 and AD 1127, Ding potters pioneered the 

technique of firing vessels upside-down (fushao). Kiln managers 

saved fuel by firing stacked pots in fireboxes with ledges of 

decreasing size. Craftsmen used sheet copper, and occasionally 

gold or silver, cut to size and heated, to fit the unglazed rims. 

Dressing the rim enhanced the vessel’s status. 

Quyang, Hebei province AD 1086–1127 

PDF 102 and PDF 175 



   
          

        

          

        

          

    

 

   
         

        

           

          

           

   

    

 

 case 52-2 

Bottle with carved lotuses 
This Ding stoneware bottle is carved with lotuses and lotus petals, 

both traditional Buddhist symbols of purity. Ding wares have 

been found in several crypts of Buddhist pagodas dating to the 

Northern Song (AD 960–1127) and Liao (AD 916–1125) dynasties. 

They were used to supplement gold and silver vessels for rituals. 

Quyang, Hebei province, AD 960–1127 

PDF 103 

Meiping with carved peonies 
The runny ivory-coloured Ding glaze on this 梅瓶 (meiping 

‘plum-blossom vase’) dribbles in streaks, like tears. Potters used 

coal as fuel and the sulphur content of the coal, combined with 

the oxidising atmosphere of the kiln, gave the ceramics an ivory 

tone. At this time, Ding kilns were dome-shaped like giant 饅頭 
(mantou ‘steamed bread buns’). 

Quyang, Hebei province, AD 960–1127 

PDF 101 



    
          

            

          

           

         

     

 

  
        

         

            

        

        

        

    

 

 case 52-2 

Dish with a garden scene 
Figural scenes are very rarely seen on Ding wares. This stoneware 

dish with a copper rim is moulded with a design of two boys 

chasing ducks within a garden. Different flowers are shown in each 

of the ten panels in the inner wall. Reusable ceramic moulds sped 

up production at the Ding kilns, encouraging economies of scale. 

Quyang, Hebei province, AD 1050–1234 

PDF 117 

Black-glazed tea bowl 
Ding potters manufactured vessels of exquisite quality with pure 

white bodies, but also added coloured glazes. This example is 

coated in a solution rich in iron-oxide which, when fired, gives it a 

glossy ink-black colour. Song dynasty writers celebrated black and 

brown Ding wares, associating them with luxurious lacquer wares. 

It has a copper rim which enhances its status. 

Quyang, Hebei province, AD 1000–1127 

PDF 300 



     

           

        

         

          

           

  

   
          

          

          

            

     

   

         

    

 case 52-3 

Song and Jin dynasty Jun wares 

Jun wares were made in many kilns in what is modern Yuxian 

(Henan province). They are characterised by opalescent blue, purple 

or even green glazes. Jun wares have relatively coarse stoneware 

bodies. In the Northern Song and Jin dynasties (AD 960–1234) they 

appear to have been made for the domestic market, rather than 

the imperial court. 

Box and conical bowl 
This conical bowl may have been used for drinking tea, whereas 

the box was used for cosmetics, seal paste or incense. Some 

scholars believe that very fine Jun stonewares were sent as tribute 

to the Northern Song court, but most of the output was for 

non-imperial consumers and was rarely exported. 

Yuxian, Henan province 

Bowl: AD 1115–1234 Box: AD 1000–1127 

PDF 42 and PDF A3 



 
          

           

            

         

            

       

    

 

   
         

          

         

           

           

      

     

 

 case 52-3 

Flower-shaped dish 
Jun stonewares of this fine quality and form are exceptionally rare. 

A potter threw this dish on a wheel, then created its eight-petal 

shape using an indenting tool. It was then glazed and fired on a 

pronged support leaving three large spur marks. These marks 

are larger and rougher than on imperial wares made at the Ru 

(case 53) and the guan (case 54) kilns. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1000–1127 

PDF A4 

Bottle with splashed glaze 
Northern Song tomb murals show bottles of this slender 

pear-shape being used to display a single flower stem, but people 

may also have employed them for decanting wine. Potters joined 

sections of clay to make this bottle. After covering it with glaze, 

they allowed it to dry and applied copper-rich pigment, to create 

a purple in-glaze splashed effect. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1000–1127 

PDF 92 



    
        

         

        

           

        

 

    

    

    
           

             

         

          

              

 

    

    

 case 52-3 

Dish and tripod incense burner 
Craftsmen decorated this incense burner and dish with purple 

splashes in a lavender-blue glaze. Both these forms are based 

on metalwork prototypes. The wooden stand and cover with 

jade knob were probably added in the reign of the Qing emperor 

Yongzheng (AD 1723–35), who was passionate about collecting 

Jun stonewares. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1115–1234 

PDF 72 and PDF 50 

Two cups with splashed glazes 
These cups were made for drinking wine and may have been used 

with a stand. Where the Jun glaze runs thin around the edge of the 

cup, it becomes semi-transparent to olive green. These are known 

as ‘bubble bowls’. When held under an artificial light, a bubble 

appears to rise up and move around the inside of the bowl as it 

is turned. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1000–1127 

PDF 45A and PDF 45B 



 

   

         

         

        

        

        

  

   
        

          

           

         

        

      

    

 

case 52-4 

Southern Song Longquan wares 

Some of the most beautiful celadon (blue-green) glazes were 

made in the Longquan area during the Southern Song dynasty 

(AD 1127–1279). The success of the kilns encouraged economic 

prosperity in the region. People worked in numerous supporting 

industries: supplying fuel for kilns, preparing raw materials and 

transporting finished goods. 

Dish with lobed rim 
Southern Song craftsmen made both silver and lacquer wares 

in this flat form. This example, made from smooth, pale grey 

clay, is coated in a thick pale-bluish glaze. Potters applied up to 

four separate layers of glaze, developing depth and lustre. Later 

craftsmen were unable to recreate these glazes, which reached 

their zenith during the Southern Song dynasty. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 264 



    
          

            

         

              

             

 

    

 

   
          

            

         

     

          

    

    

 

 case 52-4 

Funerary urns with celadon glaze 
These ceramic urns were used for storing provisions for the afterlife, 

such as grain, as part of a local southern burial practice. They are 

decorated with applied ‘animals of the four directions’, the White 

Tiger of the West, the Green Dragon of the East and the Red Bird of 

the South. The symbol of the north, a tortoise with a snake, is not 

present however. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 204 

Brush-washer with celadon glaze 
This Southern Song vessel has an angular profile, with a thickened 

rolled rim and a low foot. It is glazed inside, outside and on 

the base with a broad bean-coloured celadon glaze. In 1991, 

archaeologists excavated similar Longquan celadon brush-washers 

in the Jinyucun hoard of Suining city, Sichuan province, but none 

were as large as this. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 284 



    
           

             

          

         

          

    

 

  
          

      

        

         

          

    

    

 

 case 52-4 

Vase with ‘bamboo node’ ribs 
This vase has a dish-shaped mouth and a tubular neck, which 

is ribbed to evoke the nodes on a bamboo stem. In the late 

13th century, some of the kilns at Longquan measured more than 

100 metres long. These so-called ’dragon kilns’ enabled potters 

to fire tens of thousands of celadons at a single setting. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang, AD 1200–79 

PDF 202 

Tripod incense burner 
This incense burner is shaped like an ancient ritual bronze. Song 

scholars interested in antiques compiled catalogues illustrating 

antique jades and bronzes. Craftsmen then recreated these objects 

in other materials, but their functions changed. Tripods like this 

were used on altars for burning incense, while bronze tripds were 

used for offering food. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang, AD 1200–79 

PDF 279 



 

  

       

        

            

          

          

   
        

         

         

        

        

            

           

           

           

           

          

    

  

 

case 52-5 

Yuan Longquan wares 

During the Yuan dynasty (AD 1279–1368), new decorative 

techniques were introduced at the Longquan kilns. Potters built 

huge kilns running down the sides of local hills. Some of these kilns 

measured about 100 metres and were likened to dragons. Each kiln 

could fire tens of thousands of objects at a time. 

Vase with spotted glaze 
Potters achieved the brown spots on this Longquan celadon 

vase by applying iron-rich pigment (such as iron filings) directly 

onto the glaze in random patches before firing. This decorative 

technique enjoyed a relatively short-lived popularity in the Yuan 

dynasty. Archaeologists recovered a small group of objects with 

similar brown spots from the cargo of a ship, wrecked in AD 1323, 

near islands off the Shinan coast in Korea. Of the 17,000 ceramics 

on board, over half were from Longquan. The ship is believed to 

have been travelling from Ningbo in southern China to Korea, on its 

way to Japan. Traditionally this type of spotted celadon is known as 

飛青磁 (tobiseiji, splashed celadon) in Japan, where it is greatly prized. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province, 

about AD 1300–68 

PDF 217 



  
           

           

         

         

      

    

 

 

   
           

          

          

           

          

         

         

        

      

 case 52-5 

Ewer and cover 
212 

This Longquan ewer - probably used for wine - was modelled after 

a silver or bronze prototype. Sir Percival David collected it in Japan. 

Green-glazed wares, known as celadons in English, 青瓷 (qingci) in 

Chinese and 青瓷 (seiji) in Japanese, were particularly admired in 

Japan, where they were regarded as treasures. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

AD 1300–68 

PDF 218 

Octagonal jar with immortals 
Each of the eight sides of this Longquan stoneware vase is made 

up of three impressed lobed panels, with the design standing out 

in relief. Potters painted the central panels with wax or grease 

before glazing. This ensured that the glaze did not cover them. The 

result of firing is a contrasting orange colour and celadon glaze. 

The unglazed panels depict two of the Eight Immortals surrounded 

by clouds, alternating with flowers. The Eight Immortals are a 

combination of male and female historical and legendary figures, 

each identified by different costume and attributes. 



          

           

      

    

  

 

 case 52-5 

The two shown here are: Zhong Liquan, recognised by his top 

knots and fan, and Li Tieguai who has a ‘grotesque’ face, walks 

with a crutch and carries a gourd. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

about AD 1300–68 

PDF 203 



 

  

      

         

        

         

         

   

   
         

        

        

           

             

         

            

          

          

      

case 52-6 

Yuan Longquan wares 

Merchants traded Longquan celadons internationally. Yuan 

(AD 1280–1368) Longquan wares are more uniform in colour than 

Song examples. Their olive-green colour resulted from a decline 

in quality due to mass-production. The Song dynasty secrets of 

making glorious blue-green shades were lost, only to be reinvented 

centuries later at Jingdezhen. 

Charger with biscuit-fired dragon 
Longquan potters used a new technique to decorate this stoneware 

dish. They created an attractive design by contrasting orange-red 

unglazed (biscuit-fired) areas against rich green glaze. First, they 

incised aspects of the design, such as the waves, then covered the 

whole dish in glaze except for a broad ring on the base, which was 

left to accommodate a kiln support. Next they applied designs 

from clay that had been rolled out thin like pastry and pressed out 

using small carved moulds. This technique was used to apply the 

dragon, flaming pearl and clouds in the centre, and prunus flowers 

around the rim, and is called sprig-moulding. 



         

         

   

  

 

   
        

          

           

         

           

        

           

          

          

         

       

    

  

 

 case 52-6 

It was used successfully to ornament flat forms, where the 

decoration was less likely to shift than on upright forms. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

about AD 1300–68 

PDF 255 

Charger with biscuit-fired tigers 
This Longquan stoneware dish is incised with two four-clawed 

dragons chasing pearls around the well. It also has two unglazed 

biscuit-fired tigers applied in the centre. The tails of the tigers have 

been added separately from the bodies and all the biscuit-fired 

decoration ‘floats’ on the celadon glaze. Tigers are rarely used as a 

decorative motif on Chinese ceramics. Such heavily potted dishes 

were fired on an unglazed ring on a support in the kiln. 

Many large chargers of this shape were exported to the Middle 

East, where their forms suited local dining customs - although the 

biscuit-fired relief decoration may suggest that this and the other 

charger in this showcase were made for display. 

Longquan region, Zhejiang province 

about AD 1300–68 

PDF 241 



 

    

        

           

         

           

           

  
          

          

            

        

         

 

    

 

case 52-7 

Ming dynasty official Jun wares 

Official Jun stonewares were made in Yuzhou prefecture (modern 

Yuxian) during the early Ming period (about AD 1368 to 1435). They 

are also called ‘numbered’ Jun because they bear Chinese numbers 

incised on their bases, ranging from one to ten. Official Jun wares 

were only made for court use and are not found in tombs. 

Lobed flowerpot stand 
This numbered Jun stand is incised 九 ( jiu ‘nine’). Two inscriptions, 

added in the early 18th century, read 明窓用 (ming chuang yong 

‘For use in the Study of Illumination’) and 養心殿 (yang xin dian 

‘Hall of Mental Cultivation’). The Yongzheng (AD 1723–35) and 

Qianlong (AD 1736–95) emperors resided within this area of the 

Forbidden City. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1368–1435 

PDF 38 



  
          

          

          

         

           

    

    

 

  
          

        

        

          

          

  

    

 

 case 52-7 

Lobed flowerpot stand 
Many scholars have changed their views on the dating of official 

Jun wares, once credited to the Northern Song dynasty. The old 

attribution was based on linking official Jun sherds found at Juntai 

to an inscribed mould for Northern Song coins. New research 

suggests the mould is not genuine. This stand is incised 六 
(liu ‘six’) on the base. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1368–1435 

PDF A49 

Lobed flowerpot stand 
Official Jun stonewares differ from earlier Jun wares in three ways. 

Firstly, they feature blue or purple opalescent glazes without 

splashes of contrasting colours. Secondly, they were shaped by 

moulding, not throwing on a wheel. Thirdly, they are incised before 

firing with Chinese numbers on their bases. This example is incised 

十 (shi ‘ten’). 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1368–1435 

PDF A48 



 
           

       

           

         

          

      

    

 

  
           

          

            

       

          

 

    

    

 case 52-7 

Lobed flowerpot 
This flowerpot with drainage holes was used at the court of the 

Qianlong emperor (AD 1736–95). Its inscription reads 芝蘭室用 

(zhi lan shi yong ‘for use in the Iris and Orchid Chambers’) 

[in the] 重華宫 (Zhong hua gong ‘Palace of Cherished Glory’) 

[of the Forbidden City] – part of the emperor’s private quarters. 

The base is incised 五 (wu, ‘five’). 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1368–1435 

PDF A11 

Flowerpot and stand 
Both this pot and its matching stand are inscribed 十 (shi ‘ten’) 

on the base. The first scholar to mention numbered Jun wares 

was Song Xu, in AD 1504. Later Ming writers cite them in the 

literature of connoisseurship. Interestingly, they are not described 

as antiques, suggesting that they were not ancient when the texts 

were compiled. 

Yuxian, Henan province, AD 1368–1435 

PDF 96 and PDF 97 



 

   

         

          

           

        

       

 

    
           

         

        

         

         

      

    

 

case 53 

Northern Song Ru wares 

Connoisseurs regard Ru stonewares as the finest of all Chinese 

ceramics. Potters made Ru wares for the Northern Song court from 

AD 1086 to 1106 or 1125. Few examples survive outside the kiln 

sites. Ru wares have a slightly under-fired (1200–1250°C), thin, 

pale-grey stoneware body, with a comparatively thick, beautiful 

celadon glaze. 

Incense burner with cabriole legs 
In AD 1151, General Zhang Jun 張浚, a favoured official of the 

Southern Song emperor Gaozong presented him with sixteen Ru 

stonewares, including an incense burner, possibly like this one. 

Potters modelled this unusually large piece after an antique bronze 

or lacquer container called a 奩 (lian). The crackled grey-blue-

green glaze evokes the colour of jade. 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF A44 



    
        

        

           

          

         

   

    

 

  
        

         

         

          

       

  

    

 

 case 53 

Bottle with copper rim mount 
Song dynasty authors incorrectly described the Ru glaze as 

containing powdered agate, mined locally to the Qingliangsi kiln 

site. The fine bluish colour is in fact due to dissolved iron-oxide, 

together with very low levels of titanium dioxide. Titanium has a 

yellowing effect on glaze colour and usually encourages a green 

tone in Chinese celadons. 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF 61 

Flower-shaped bowl stand 
The Northern Song imperial court used Ru stoneware stands 

to support bowls of various materials for drinking tea. Korean 

potters supplying the Goryeo court in the 12th century made 

close copies of Ru wares. Korean celadons and Chinese Ru wares 

have chemically similar glazes, suggesting an early international 

exchange of technology. 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF 81 



    
         

         

        

          

          

  

    

    

  
        

        

           

       

          

         

        

          

   

    

 

 case 53 

Brush-washers with pairs of fish 
Craftsmen in Henan fully glazed these oval Ru stoneware 

brush-washers before firing them on a support, which has left 

three tiny unglazed sesame seed-shaped marks on their bases. 

Inside, two fish, a visual pun for abundance, are incised beneath 

the glaze. Both the oval form and the incised decoration make 

these incredibly rare. 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF 76 and PDF A60 

Brush-washer and dish 
This shallow dish-shaped brush-washer is covered in a beautiful 

green-blue crazed glaze which has incredible depth. It was 

designed to stand on a writing desk filled with water to cleanse 

calligraphy or painting brushes. Production of imperial-quality Ru 

wares ceased when the Northern Song court was forced by the 

invading Jin armies to flee their capital Bianjing 汴京 (modern 

Kaifeng 開封 ) in northern China and re-establish their government 

south of the Yangtze River 長江 in Lin’an 臨安 (today’s Hangzhou 

杭州 ) in AD 1127 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF 1 



   
          

        

           

        

           

    

    

 

 case 53 

Dish with Ru glaze 
Potters fired Ru stonewares like these in kilns shaped like 饅頭 

(mantou ‘steamed bread buns’) fuelled with wood. In 2000, 

remains of Ru kilns were discovered at the edge of the remote 

village of Qingliangsi. Two workshop areas, together with mounds 

of kiln and pot debris, were unearthed, testifying to a short but 

intensive period of celadon production. 

Qingliangsi, Henan province, AD 1086–1125 

PDF 60 



   

          

          

          

           

            

     
          

          

        

          

         

   

    

 

case  54 

Southern Song guan wares 

In AD 1127, Emperor Song Gaozong fled the invading Jurchen army 

and established a new capital in modern Hangzhou. He had an 

official kiln set up to recreate Ru wares. Guan (official) stonewares, 

made between AD 1127 and 1279, are characterised by a thin dark 

clay body and a thick celadon glaze with tiny bubbles and a wide 

crackle. 

Bottle with copper rim and foot 
Potters made guan wares at the Laohudong 老虎洞 kiln site in 

Hangzhou. Scholars suggest this site may be the one described in 

historical texts as 修内司 (xiuneisi ‘Palace Maintenance Office’) or 

内窯 (neiyao ‘Inner Kiln’). Later the 郊壇下 Jiaotanxia kiln was set 

up to supplement production of ritual, table and ornamental wares 

for the imperial court. 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 4 



  
          

            

        

         

            

     

    

 

    
         

        

        

         

            

    

    

 

 case 54 

Mallow flower-shaped dish 
The glazer of this guan stoneware dish has left his fingerprints 

in the glaze on the base, a tantalising and rare trace of the 

craftsman’s hand. Writers described guan ware as having 紫口鐵足 

(zikou tiezu ‘purple mouth and iron foot’). The purplish-grey body 

shows through the glaze where it runs thin at the rim and the 

unglazed foot has a ferrous-brown colour. 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, AD 1127–1279 

PDF A46 

Hexagonal basin with six feet 
The shape of this guan stoneware basin is extremely unusual 

among survivng Chinese ceramics of this period. Perhaps the 

Southern Song court commissioned it based on a metalwork 

vessel, for which straight edges and an angular profile would 

appear to be a more natural shape than for a ceramic. The use 

of the basin is unclear. 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 6 



   
           

         

        

        

            

    

    

 

       
         

       

     

        

         

        

          

   

 case 54 

Bowl with five lobes 
Guan ware is said to be known in seventy vessel shapes. These 

include table wares, objects for daily use, decorative and ritual 

objects. Potters employed technology that was a fusion of 

northern and southern practices to create these guan stonewares. 

This vessel has an inner bowl as a liner. The stepped rim may 

suggest that it was stackable. 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, AD 1127–1279 

PDF A62 

Jar in the form of an ancient jade 
Educated men of the Song dynasty revived interest in antiques 

and excavated artefacts, especially jades and bronzes. Scholars 

published manuals illustrating these. Contemporary Song 

craftsmen reproduced their shapes in other materials, such as 

this guan stoneware, in response to commissions. The new users 

adapted the functions of the antique objects. Archaeologists have 

excavated archaistic cong made in a variety of materials in several 

Southern Song dynasty hoards. 



 

           

         

        

    

 

case 54 

These include a bronze cong 琮 at the Pengzhou 彭州 hoard, and 

carved stone and celadon examples in the Jinyucun 金魚村 hoard 

of Suining City 遂寧縣 , both in Sichuan province 四川 . 
Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, AD 1127–1279 

PDF 99 



 

    

           

       

        

         

        

 

     
         

         

          

             

          

            

          

         

          

      

case 55 

Yuan and early Ming Jingdezhen 

Radical changes took place in China in the early 14th century with 

regard to ceramic production. Gradually, regional kilns making 

stonewares declined and one major industrial town firing porcelain 

emerged. Since about AD 1300 Jingdezhen has been the most 

important porcelain manufacturing centre in the world and remains 

so today. 

Dish with a dragon and pearl 
This porcelain dish is remarkable for its extremely rare technique 

of combining a white design with a monochrome blue ground. 

Potters first applied a cobalt-blue monochrome glaze to all but 

the base, which was left unglazed. Next they cut out in thin clay 

a sinewy dragon pursuing a flaming pearl and applied it to 

the dish. They used slip to add details such as the three claws, 

incised the dragon’s scales, and painted its eyes blue for greater 

dynamism. Finally they covered it with a transparent glaze and 

fired the dish at a high temperature of about 1280–1320 °C. 

Originally the dragon may have been gilded. 



           

         

         

         

 

     

 

    
         

         

        

          

          

            

          

         

          

           

         

 case 55 

The flat shape of the dish was probably based on a metal 

prototype. In contrast to the West, in China dragons are 

traditionally considered to be auspicious. They are regarded as the 

controllers of the water supply and ultimately came to symbolise 

imperial authority. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, about AD 1320–50 

PDF A562 

Ewer with stylised lotus scroll 
Copper oxide pigment, used to create underglaze red designs, 

is extremely difficult to fire successfully at the high temperatures 

required for porcelain production. The pigment is more volatile 

and harder to fire effectively than cobalt oxide, which was used 

to create blue designs. If the process was successful, as here, 

copper oxide could fire bright red but if not, it fired pale liverish 

red, grey or almost black. Potters made far greater quantities of 

monochrome red and underglaze red wares in the Hongwu period 

(AD 1368–98) than in the Yuan dynasty (AD 1279–1368). This was 

partially a result of the lack of imported cobalt during the Hongwu 

period. Originally this porcelain ewer would have had a domed 

cover. 



       

       

    

 

    
        

          

         

        

         

       

     

 

 case 55 

Archaeologists excavated similar ewers with underglaze cobalt blue 

decoration at Dongmentou, Zhushan, in Jingdezhen in 1994. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1368–98 

PDF A696 

Red dish with two dragons 
This shallow dish is moulded with two five-clawed dragons 

pursuing each other around the inner walls, separated by ruyi 

(auspicious) clouds and incised with three ruyi clouds in the 

centre. The decoration is semi-obscured by the cloudy copper-red 

monochrome glaze, which is typical of the Hongwu period. The 

base is unglazed but treated with a dressing. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1368–98 

PDF 593 



 

 

       

         

       

         

          

  

     
          

       

           

        

           

  

    

 

case 56 

Yongle blue-and-white 

Potters at Jingdezhen made the finest blue-and-white porcelains 

for the Yongle emperor (AD 1403–24). These have a lustrous 

quality never before accomplished and never successfully imitated. 

The best designs were inspired by contemporary or earlier court 

painting styles, found in intimate art formats such as fans, album 

leaves and handscrolls. 

Bottle with a pair of birds 
This 抱月瓶 (bao yue ping ‘moon flask’) has a flattened circular 

body, cylindrical neck and cloud-shaped handles. Under strict 

court supervision, potters painted a design of a bird perched on a 

winter-flowering prunus branch (without leaves) on one side. On 

the other side is a second bird on a different flowering branch, 

accompanied by bamboo. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A614 



    
          

      

        

       

         

          

        

         

           

          

       

         

    

 

 case 56 

Bottle with butterflies and lilies 
Potters painted flowering daylily plants on either side of this 

玉壺春瓶 (yuhuchun ping ‘pear-shaped bottle’), each with 

a butterfly hovering above. In China, heavily perfumed lilies 

traditionally symbolise harmony and unity. Daylilies and butterflies 

represent a good wish for fertility. Their naturalistic depiction here 

is influenced by ink and colour small-format paintings. The design 

is extremely rare among surviving Chinese porcelains and very 

skilfully executed. Each blade-like leaf and petal edge is outlined 

with a denser blue and in-filled with a paler blue wash. Similarly, 

gradations of blue are achieved in the depiction of the butterfly. 

This extraordinarily accomplished control of the underglaze cobalt 

pigment is a characteristic of the finest Yongle blue-and-white wares. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF 601 



   
          

       

           

        

            

  

    

 

 case 56 

‘Moon flask’ with birds 
This 包月瓶 (bao yue ping ‘moon flask’) has a flattened circular 

body, cylindrical neck and cloud-shaped handles. Under strict 

court supervision, potters painted a design of a bird perched on 

a winter-flowering prunus branch (without leaves) on one side. 

On the other side is a second bird on a different flowering branch, 

accompanied by bamboo. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A612 



 

  

        

          

         

         

         

   

    
         

         

          

     

case 57-1 

Chenghua ‘palace’ bowls 

Since the 1930s, blue-and-white bowls with Chenghua marks and 

floral patterns have been called ‘palace’ bowls. They are known in 

twelve designs, seven of which are displayed here. Potters during 

the Chenghua reign (AD 1465–87) used purer clay, more delicate 

vessel shapes, and better-prepared cobalt so that the designs are 

more even than before. 

Round and square reign marks 
The Chenghua reign mark within a double square was an 

innovation of the late Chenghua period (about AD 1482–87). 

The handwriting style of both round and square marks may copy 

the calligraphy of the Chenghua emperor. 



    
           

          

           

            

           

  

    

    

   
         

          

        

          

        

       

    

    

 case 57-1 

‘Palace’ bowls with lotus flowers 
These bowls are quite different in shape; one has a much more 

rounded profile than the other. Chenghua bowls of the type on 

the right, decorated with formal lotus scrolls, are the only kind of 

‘palace’ bowl to bear a square reign mark rather than one enclosed 

by a double ring. This design was copied from the Kangxi period 

(AD 1662–1722) onwards. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A649 and PDF B681 

‘Palace’ bowls with lilies 
These bowls show lilies and daylilies. Daylilies are called 萱

草 (xuancao) and are a symbol for many sons and grandsons. 

Arguably the Chenghua emperor was more concerned with his 

succession in the later part of his reign, and porcelains with 

decoration related to fertility became more popular. His one 

surviving son became the Hongzhi emperor (AD 1488–1505). 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A650 and PDF A648 



   
       

         

        

          

         

       

    

    

    
        

        

         

        

         

      

    

 

 case 57-1 

‘Palace’ bowls with flowers 
One of these underglaze-blue-painted bowls has an archaistic 

design of four musk mallow flowers, recognised by their jagged 

edged leaves. This motif was first used on blue-and-white 

porcelain during the Yongle era (AD 1403–24). The other bowl 

is painted with gardenia scrolls outside, and inside with a 

composite scroll of the four seasonal flowers. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A647 and PDF A646 

‘Palace’ bowl with melon vines 
Court officials supervised the production of vessels in specified 

sizes with particular designs in pre-ordered quantities. Any with 

mistakes, inferior painting, and any surplus to the order were 

deliberately broken and buried. Scholars have found broken melon 

vine bowls, dating from about AD 1482–87. Melons on vines 

symbolise a long line of male descendants. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A644 



 

 

        

          

        

        

          

   
         

        

           

           

            

       

    

 

case 57-2 

Mid-Ming blue-and-white 

These beautifully crafted porcelains were made between AD 1465 

and 1521 at the imperial kilns at Jingdezhen, in Jiangxi province. 

Unlike the fire-breathing dragons of the West, Chinese people 

regard dragons as auspicious creatures. Dragons control the water 

supply and are often depicted among clouds, waves or with water 

plants. 

Bowl with two dragons 
This fine porcelain bowl, made at the imperial kilns, demonstrates 

all the characteristics of the Chenghua era. The underglaze-blue 

cobalt pigment is finely ground and applied in an even design with 

blue washes and fine detail. The glaze colour is subtle and blue-

tinged, with a slight yellowish cast on the base. The base carries 

a Chenghua reign mark in a double ring. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A640 



   
        

       

          

          

         

    

    

 

    
           

          

       

        

         

      

    

 

 case 57-2 

Saucer-dish with Arabic script 
Most Zhengde porcelains with Arabic and Persian inscriptions are 

heavily potted items for administrators’ desks. This saucer-dish 

belongs to the rarer type of finely potted tablewares. Here, the 

inscription reads ‘the mercy of God, the revelation of the wealthy 

one, the peace of gratitude’. The Zhengde emperor was rumoured 

to have converted to Islam. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1506–21 

PDF B686 

Brush rest with Persian inscription 
This brush rest in the form of a mountain range has Persian 

inscriptions reading kh√mah ‘pen’ on one side and d√n ‘holder’ on 

the other. Zhengde-marked desk porcelains with Arabic inscriptions 

were made for the court, either for Muslim administrators 

and eunuchs who held considerable power, or for the Zhengde 

emperor, who was fascinated by foreign scripts. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1506–21 

PDF A643 



    
          

       

         

         

         

         

    

      

   
       

         

        

          

           

  

    

 

 case 57-2 

Two dishes and zhadou (spittoon) 
These three vessels share a design based on an early 

15th-century pattern of five-clawed dragons amid dense lotus 

scroll. The Chenghua mark and period dish (B860) is executed 

in finer materials than the Zhengde examples (A651 and A682). 

These later porcelains used poorer quality raw materials, the 

potting was less sophisticated and design not so well drawn. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–1521 

PDF B680, PDF A651 and PDF A682 

Saucer-dish with three dragons 
While non-official kilns expanded production during the Hongzhi 

reign (AD 1488–1505), the scale of manufacture at the imperial 

kilns was constrained. The Hongzhi emperor was conservative in 

his demands for court porcelain. Many of the patterns he ordered 

were based on motifs of the early 1400s, such as these dragons 

among freshwater plants. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1488–1505 

PDF A641 



 

 

       

          

        

         

         

          

  
         

          

         

          

         

      

    

      

case 57-3 

Mid-Ming blue-and-white 

The organisation of porcelain production changed radically during 

the reigns of the Jiajing to Wanli emperors (AD 1522–1620). After 

about AD 1530, local bureaucrats replaced official supervisors sent 

by the court to oversee production at Jingdezhen. Despite some 

individual court orders of more than 100,000 items, the imperial 

quota accounted for just one per cent of the total output. 

Three blue-and-white boxes 
Government kilns had access to the finest raw materials, including 

imported cobalt. Imported cobalt is far superior to the cobalt oxide 

found locally to Jingdezhen in, for example, Leping and Ruizhou. 

After grinding for a long time, it appeared almost deep purple 

when fired beneath a transparent blue-tinged glaze. The forms 

of these boxes are all very unusual. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1567–1620 

PDF B616, PDF A687 and PDF A656 



     
           

          

          

       

         

     

    

 

     
           

          

         

        

          

  

    

 

 case 57-3 

Dish with eleven boys at play 
This dish shows eleven boys playing in a garden and carries an 

underglaze blue Wanli reign mark on the base. The Wanli emperor 

fathered eleven sons but three died in infancy. He also fathered 

ten daughters, eight of whom died prematurely. Archaeologists 

discovered a woman’s jacket, decorated with the theme of ‘One 

hundred boys playing’ in his mausoleum. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF B697 

Ewer with eight boys at play 
Cobalt oxide used for imperial wares during the second half of the 

16th century has a distinctive strong, dark and even tone. This 

Jiajing period ewer depicts scenes of boys processing in gardens, 

framed within peach-shaped panels, on either side. Chinese people 

regard scenes of boys playing as auspicious, representing a wish 

for many sons. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1522–66 

PDF B617 



     
          

        

         

         

         

     

    

 

   
        

           

        

           

         

       

    

    

 case 57-3 

Box and cover with figure scenes 
This box is constructed from thick slabs of porcelain clay and 

painted in underglaze blue. From the 16th century onwards 

potters at Jingdezhen decorated porcelain using a wider range of 

figural subjects than in earlier times. Although most potters were 

illiterate, they may have based designs on images from widely 

circulated illustrated stories, novels and plays. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF B611 

Brush and incense-stick holder 
Educated Chinese men regarded calligraphy and painting as the 

highest of all visual art forms. The brush, made for the Wanli 

emperor, was probably used for writing large characters. The 

incense stick holder in the form of a 麒麟 (qilin ‘mythical beast’) 

is extremely rare. Potters decorated it in a twice-fired technique 

called 五彩 (wucai ‘five colours’) (case 27). 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 713 and PDF 627 



 

  

      

        

        

          

        

    
          

         

        

         

        

     

    

    

case 57-4 

Ming polychrome porcelains 

Late-Ming fashion – expressed through architecture, furnishings, 

costume and ceramics – was demonstrably more colourful than 

during any previous era. At Jingdezhen, where these ceramics 

were made (AD 1522–1620), there was a notable expansion of the 

repertoire of colours used in decoration. Production also increased 

dramatically. 

Dish and Zhadou with dragons 
Zhadou (spittons) were used as bowls for slops. This zhadou and 

dish are incised with five-clawed dragons, shown in profile with 

clenched jaws, chasing flaming pearls, amid auspicious ruyi clouds. 

Potters working at Jingdezhen a century earlier, about AD 1403–24, 

invented this green and yellow colour combination and design. 

They both have Zhengde reign marks. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1506–21 

PDF A736 and PDF A734 



  
         

         

           

             

          

 

    

    

  
          

          

         

         

           

     

    

 

 case 57-4 

Two bell-shaped cups 
These cups show potters’ use of high- and low-fired monochrome 

glazes. The deep-blue glaze was coloured using cobalt oxide and 

was fired once at a high temperature. The yellow cup was more 

expensive to make as it was fired twice: once to fix the mark and 

transparent glaze, and again at a lower temperature to develop the 

iron-pigmented overglaze. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1522–66 

PDF A502 and PDF A595 

Saucer-dish with dragon 
The colour scheme of green against an aubergine ground is very 

unusual. The colours are applied directly to the unglazed but fired 

porcelain body. Sir Percival David was Director of the committee 

for the pioneering International Exhibition of Chinese Art held at 

the Royal Academy of Arts (1935–36). This dish was one of the 

pieces he lent to the exhibition. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 780 



     
           

          

         

       

          

     

    

 

    
          

          

           

         

           

   

    

 

 case 57-4 

Dish with a flower vase design 
After incising the design and mark on this dish, potters fired it 

at a high temperature. Instead of covering it with a transparent 

glaze, they applied low-fired glazes directly to the biscuit body. 

Jingdezhen potters used this technique experimentally, about 

AD 1403–35. It only became a commonplace technique in the 

early Qing dynasty (about AD 1644–1722). 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 755 

Jar with dragons and phoenix 
The colours on this Wanli-period covered jar were applied to the 

biscuit-fired body, rather than over a glaze. We know the yellow 

glaze was applied first, because the green overlaps it at the edges 

of the motifs. Potters first experimented with this colour scheme 

nearly two hundred years earlier. The omission of a base coating 

of glaze is innovative. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1573–1620 

PDF 795 



 

   
        

      

         

         

         

          

           

         

         

          

         

        

        

  

    

    

case 58 

Two flasks with dragons 
Both the Yongle (AD 1403–24) and Xuande (AD 1426–35) 

emperors sponsored important maritime trade and diplomatic 

missions to the Middle East. The forms of these underglaze-blue 

decorated flasks are inspired by a Middle Eastern shape, possibly 

an enamelled glass vessel. Similar flasks were presented as trade 

goods, in the early-15th century, as evidenced by examples in 

the Topkapi Saray in Turkey and from the Ardabil Shrine in Iran. 

During both the Yongle and Xuande emperors’ reigns, flasks in 

this large, heavy, bulbous form, with variations to the decoration, 

were made at the imperial kilns at Zhushan in Jingdezhen. 

Archaeologists unearthed a flask identical to the one with white 

dragons in 1994 at Dongmentou, Zhushan, Jingdezhen, from the 

Yongle strata. The imperial household probably used such flasks 

as wine decanters. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF B667 and PDF 662 



 

  

        

        

         

       

           

 

   
        

       

        

          

         

       

    

 

case 59-1 

Early Ming blue-and-white 

Diplomatic and trading missions sponsored by the Yongle and 

Xuande emperors (AD 1403–35) took porcelains such as these 

to the Middle East. Ottoman Sultans and Safavid Shahs admired 

Chinese blue-and-white porcelains and displayed them in their 

palaces and shrines. Many are still on display today in Turkey 

and Iran. 

Meiping with fruiting branches 
This 梅瓶 (meiping ‘plum-blossom vase’) is painted with sprays 

of peach, loquat, pomegranate, lychee, crab-apple and cherry. 

Imperial porcelains were relatively expensive to produce as the 

kilns consumed large quantities of fuel to reach the required high 

temperatures, and the porcelains had to be fired in individual 

saggars (fire boxes) that were only used once. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A610 



   
      

          

          

          

          

      

    

 

    
        

          

         

          

        

 

    

 

 case 59-1 

Meiping with lotus scroll 
Potters produced porcelains using new technologies, decorative 

schemes and forms in the Yongle era (AD 1403–24). They ground 

imported cobalt and applied it in solution to the body before 

glazing and firing. This fired unevenly but generated a deep blue 

colour. The lotus design is bordered by fruit sprays around the 

shoulder and flower sprays around the foot. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A639 

Serving dish with lotus bouquet 
Customers from the Middle East preferred large serving dishes, 

such as this, for communal dining rather than small bowls of 

different sizes, which suited Chinese cuisine. Most of the porcelains 

traded in the early 15th century are of this robust, thick-walled 

type, possibly because they withstood the sea and overland 

journeys better. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A664 



 

  

        

       

        

          

         

    

  
        

           

           

          

           

    

    

 

case 59-2 

Early Ming blue-and-white 

The Yongle (AD 1403–24) and Xuande (AD 1426–35) emperors 

sponsored diplomatic and trade missions abroad. Exotic imported 

objects became popular at court and even influenced porcelain 

design. The shapes and decoration of the imperial porcelains in 

this case reflect a return to cordial diplomatic and economic 

relations with the Middle East. 

Blue-and-white writing box 
This Yongle period (AD 1403–24) box has three separate 

compartments inside possibly for pens, water or ink, and a well for 

storing blotting threads. The inside of the cover is painted with the 

Chinese ‘Three Friends of Winter’ design. The shape of this writing 

box, as well as its dense decoration, are inspired by earlier inlaid 

metalwork from the Middle East. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A629 



   
          

         

       

         

           

   

    

 

  
        

         

         

           

         

        

    

    

 case 59-2 

Flask with geometric design 
This ‘pilgrim’ flask is unusual in both its form and decoration. 

The dense pattern of decoration is reminiscent of Middle Eastern 

inlaid metalwork. Jingdezhen craftsmen made objects inspired by 

Middle Eastern forms to fulfil court demand for foreign exotica. 

Later potters made copies of this type of vessel for the Yongzheng 

emperor (ruled AD 1723–35). 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF B696 

Two gourd-shaped flasks 
These two flasks are similar, but the Xuande-marked example 

(right) has a square foot and shorter handles. Potters decorated 

the round bodies of both with stylised flowers resembling patterns 

made by kaleidoscopes. The blue of the Yongle flask is much darker 

than that of the Xuande flask. Syrian craftsmen made 

metal flasks in this shape in the 14th century. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–35 

PDF 674 and PDF 600 



   
         

        

         

         

        

      

    

 

   
            

         

         

         

           

    

    

 

 case 59-2 

Stemmed bowl with carnations 
This thickly potted 豆 (dou ‘stemmed bowl’) is decorated with 

a scroll of carnations with distinctive star-like flowers. Although 

four-character reign marks were invented in the Yongle era, the 

six-character mark, as seen here, became standard in the Xuande 

era. Marks comprise characters for the dynasty, emperor’s reign 

and for ‘made in the years of’. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A636 

Tankard with carnation scroll 
The form of this tankard is found in Middle Eastern jade, glass and 

metalwork. A 12th-13th century Syrian glass tankard is on display 

in Room 34. Craftsmen fashioned Xuande tankards, such as this 

example, in slightly different forms from those made earlier in 

the Yongle era (AD 1403–24). They tend to have wider bases and 

finger grips on the handles. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF 688 



 

 

        

        

          

       

         

 

    
             

           

          

         

           

    

    

  

case 59-3 

Xuande blue-and-white 

The Xuande emperor (AD 1426–35) dispatched officials to directly 

supervise porcelain manufacture at the imperial kilns in Jingdezhen. 

In AD 1432 a court official supervised the production of 443,500 

wares with different dragon and phoenix designs. Dragons 

symbolise the power and authority of the emperor and phoenixes, 

the empress. 

Dish with dragons on waves 
The fierce dragon in the centre of this dish has a spiky spine, open 

jaws and flexed claws. Its body is depicted in uneven deep blue 

tones against a ground of line-drawn pale blue waves with white 

crests. Outside, two similar dragons are shown in profile, among 

waves, with four groups of rocks. In the cavetto are two further 

暗花 (anhua ‘hidden decoration’) dragons. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF B679 



  
         

       

      

          

         

        

    

      

    
        

         

          

          

      

    

    

    

 case 59-3 

Three dragon-decorated bowls 
Potters painted these 盒碗 (hewan ‘box bowls’) with the same 

dragon design using three different techniques: underglaze 

copper-red; underglaze cobalt-blue and overglaze iron-red. At 

Jingdezhen, iron-red was very rarely used in the early 15th century 

because it required a second firing. Originally these Xuande bowls 

would all have had covers and looked like boxes. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A778, PDF 684 and PDF A678 

Pair of saucer-dishes with dragons 
Although this dragon design was reproduced on imperial porcelain 

throughout the later Ming and Qing dynasties (about AD 1488–1911), 

the quality of the Xuande pieces was never matched. In later 

copies, details such as the ground of finely incised waves were 

generally omitted. Archaeologists have unearthed similar Xuande 

dishes at Zhushan at Jingdezhen. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A607 and PDF A606 



  
       

         

        

            

        

      

    

 

  
        

         

            

           

            

    

    

 

 case 59-3 

Stembowl with dragons 
Potters used the latest early 15th-century porcelain technology 

when making this stembowl. They added an 暗花 (anhua ‘hidden 

decoration’) of raised slip, showing two dragons chasing flaming 

pearls inside – a pattern only seen when held to the light. An 

incised dragon, painted in underglaze red against dense underglaze 

blue waves, is visible on the outside. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A626 

Stemcup with dragons 
In the early 15th century, craftsmen at Jingdezhen thoroughly 

processed the local clay to remove any impurities. This resulted 

in highly refined clay that was purer, whiter, and finer than at any 

other time in the Ming dynasty. Here, the pure body is visible 

on the flat unglazed base, at the rim and where the dragons are 

covered with a transparent glaze. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A635 



 

 

          

        

         

         

          

     
         

          

           

           

           

  

    

    

case 59-4 

Xuande porcelains 

The Xuande emperor (AD 1426–35) ruled China for ten stable and 

economically prosperous years. This stability led to great creativity 

in the arts and experimentation at Jingdezhen. The kilns’ output 

was staggering in terms of quantity and quality. The porcelains 

in this case are innovative Xuande forms, or show new decorative 

techniques. 

Pair of deep bowls with lions 
These bowls are painted around the outside in underglaze blue 

with auspicious emblems and lions playing with balls. This shape is 

an innovation of the Xuande era but the decorative theme of lions 

and balls with ribbons was not new, originating on ceramics at the 

Ding kilns (case 10) in Hebei province in the Jin dynasty 

(AD 1115–1234). 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF B670 and PDF B671 



   
         

            

         

         

           

       

    

 

   
           

            

         

       

           

        

    

 

 case 59-4 

Box with Buddhist emblems 
This Xuande-period box has a flat-topped cover and is decorated 

in deep tones of underglaze blue. The cover, edge of the cover and 

tray are painted with the Eight Buddhist Emblems surrounded by 

lotus scrolls. These emblems are the lotus flower, canopy, conch 

shell, treasure vase, wheel of the law, twin fish and banner or 

standard of victory and the endless knot. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF B668 

Dish with flowering pomegranate 
This new design, invented in the early 15th century, was made for 

100 years at Jingdezhen and was later revived in the Qing dynasty 

(AD 1644–1911). Inside, the dish is decorated with a flowering 

pomegranate branch and four other fruiting branches. Outside 

are lotus flowers and a Xuande mark. The yellow glaze is faintly 

iridescent, like oil on water, and appears worn. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A755 



    
          

         

        

        

         

       

    

 

   
          

        

         

        

        

    

    

    

 case 59-4 

Gaibo, covered jar with flowers 
This 蓋缽 (gaibo ‘covered jar’) is another form invented in the 

Xuande era, but its origins lie in Islamic metalwork. Iranian 

craftsmen travelled freely to the Chinese court when both 

countries were part of the Mongol Empire. Archaeologists have 

unearthed vessels of this form at Jingdezhen from the Xuande 

strata with a range of different decorative schemes. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF 683 

Brush-washer and stemmed bowl 
Potters invented these fluted shapes in response to a court order 

in the Xuande era. Scholars call these porcelains ‘mallow-shaped’. 

The stemmed bowl is painted with ten unframed roundels of 

flower and fruit sprays including peach, persimmon, pomegranate 

and cherry. The brush-washer is decorated with dragons. 

Both have Xuande reign marks. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A603 and PDF A602 



 

 

          

         

          

         

         

  
           

         

        

        

            

         

          

         

          

     

    

 

case 60 

Chenghua doucai

鬥彩 (doucai ‘joined colours’) is a technique in which potters first 

outlined designs in underglaze blue. Then, after glazing and firing, 

they in-filled the designs with yellow, red, green and aubergine and 

refired them. This twice-fired technique was invented in the early 

15th century, and perfected in the Chenghua era (AD 1465–87). 

Doucai ‘chicken cup‘ 
Artists depicted the theme of a hen pecking for food with her 

chicks first in paintings, and these probably inspired the porcelain 

versions. Decorators used layers of coloured enamels to suggest 

different textures, for example the cockerel’s feathers here are 

indicated with tiny red strokes and the hen’s wing is outlined in red 

against her yellow feathers. This is several hundred years before 

the development of a palette of opaque enamels that would allow 

shading. Copies of the most famous Chenghua designs – chicken 

cups and grape stemcups – have been made continuously from the 

16th century to the present day. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A748 



  
          

        

          

           

         

   

    

 

     
            

           

         

          

           

       

    

 

 case 60 

Doucai ‘grape stemcup‘ 
The design of grape stemcups, like that of chicken cups, may 

derive from paintings. The porcelain decorators attempted to liven 

the design by colouring the grapes with shades of aubergine, using 

green for the foliage and yellow and red for the vines. Chenghua 

grape stemcups are smaller and more delicate than any other 

Chinese stemcups made previously. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A779 

Doucai jar with two kui dragons 
The base of this porcelain jar carries the single character 天 (tian 

‘heaven’). This mark was only used in the Chenghua era for jars 

with doucai decoration. They were possibly used for some ritual 

purpose involving a celebration of heaven, or the mark may refer 

to the emperor who was regarded as 天子 (tianzi ‘son of heaven’), 

having received the mandate of heaven to rule. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A784 



    
         

         

         

          

       

       

    

 

    
        

     

         

         

        

     

    

 

 case 60 

Doucai dish with eight lingzhi
靈芝 (lingzhi ‘longevity fungi’) are painted around this small dish. 

Coloured enamels of the Chenghua period are light and more 

delicately applied than in the preceding Yuan and early Ming 

periods. The discovery of a rubbish heap of broken and rejected 

Chenghua porcelains at the imperial kiln site revolutionised 

scholars’ knowledge of patterns and forms of doucai. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A780 

Doucai cup with mythical beasts 
This doucai cup is decorated with four 夔龍 (kuilong ‘kui dragons’). 

The Chenghua emperor’s favourite concubine, Lady Wan 萬貴妃 
(AD 1430–87), is believed to have encouraged the ordering of 

doucai wares from the imperial kilns to indulge her personal 

love of luxury. Wan manipulated the emperor, promoting the 

advancement of herself and her family. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A745 



     
           

        

        

          

           

    

 

   
           

          

         

           

           

     

    

 

 case 60 

Doucai cup with the five treasures 
The design of this Chenghua mark and period cup is unusual and 

shows five lotuses supporting offerings. These are the 五珍寶 

(wu zhenbao ‘Five Treasures: lotus, sacred mountain, peach, conch 

shell and candlestick’). Chenghua porcelain has a mild yellow cast, 

is slightly irregular in form and the composition of the motifs is 

well-balanced. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF 767 

Doucai jar with camellias 
The pattern on this ovoid jar is extremely rare. It is decorated 

with a repeated design of three stylised rocks in aubergine, green, 

and yellow enamel respectively. Each is flanked by camellias – 

using shades of red, yellow and combined red and yellow to make 

orange – with butterflies in between, and a ground of blue washes. 

Originally this jar had a cover. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1465–87 

PDF A797 



  

        

        

        

        

      

  

   
        

          

          

            

           

      

    

 

 case 61 

Early Ming Monochromes 

The Yongle and Xuande emperors (AD 1403–35) ordered single-

colour glazed wares for ceremonial purposes. They desired both 

new and traditional colours. Potters responded by making high- 

and low-fired coloured glazes. Here we can see high-temperature 

transparent, copper-red and cobalt-blue glazes and cooler-fired 

yellow and turquoise. 

Saucer-dish with turquoise glaze 
Craftsmen first added an 暗花 (anhua ‘secret decoration’) of 

raised slip showing two dragons in the interior walls, and incised 

three clouds in the centre. Then they painted a blue six-character 

Xuande reign mark on the base, coated the dish with a clear glaze 

and fired it. Next, they applied a turquoise glaze on the outside 

and refired it at a lower temperature. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF 550 



    
           

         

          

         

           

 

       

          

        

          

            

          

         

          

 

    

 

 case 61 

‘Monk’s cap’ ewer and cover 
This vessel is incised with a Tibetan mantra around the body and 

with lotus flowers around the neck, beneath a 甜白 (tianbai ‘sweet-

white’) glaze. Ewers of this shape are known as 僧帽壺 (sengmao 

hu ‘monk’s cap ewers’) because the elongated spout and shaped 

rim resemble the stepped profile of the yellow hat of a Tibetan 

Lamaist monk. The Yongle emperor (AD 1403–24) followed his 

father’s lead in restoring diplomatic relations and promoting 

trading missions with Tibet. He sent envoys to Gyantse in 

AD 1412–13 and employed Tibetan lamas to conduct Buddhist 

ceremonies for his deceased parents in the then capital Nanjing 

in AD 1407, 1413, 1414 and 1419. Ewers such as this were ordered 

for use by Tibetan monks in such ceremonies. The Yongle emperor 

personally attended these services to offer incense. White is the 

colour of mourning in China and much imperial Yongle porcelain 

is white. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A425 



   
         

         

         

          

         

        

    

 

   
          

         

          

          

          

    

    

 

 case 61 

Saucer-dish with yellow glaze 
This Yongle-period dish is of an extraordinarily rare type. It 

demonstrates the first ever use of a monochrome yellow glaze 

on porcelain at Jingdezhen. Thereafter this colour glaze was used 

to decorate court porcelain for over 500 years. Possibly due to 

technical difficulties, or arguably due to taste, very few plain 

yellow dishes were made in the early 15th century. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF 544 

Saucer-dish with blue glaze 
This saucer-dish is covered inside and around the outer walls 

with a deep blue, high-fired, cobalt-pigmented glaze. The glaze 

has shrunk away slightly from the rim, revealing a pure white 

porcelain body. There is an incised Xuande reign mark beneath 

the transparent glaze on the base. Potters broke any porcelains 

not meeting the emperor’s standards. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1426–35 

PDF A501 



    
        

         

         

           

             

   

    

 

   
      

          

         

           

         

          

           

           

         

           

 case 61 

Wine ewer with tianbai glaze 
Tianbai porcelains have a lustrous quality simply not achieved 

before or after the Yongle period (AD 1403–24). Ceramicists have 

discovered that tianbai wares have a far higher proportion of 

kaolin in the clay than earlier white wares and a reduced amount 

of limestone in the glaze, so that potters were able to fire them 

at a higher temperature. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1403–24 

PDF A427 

Bowls with copper-red glazes 
‘Sacrificial’, fresh or deep red monochrome-glazed porcelain 

of the Yongle and Xuande era represents the peak of technical 

achievement at Jingdezhen. As vessels ordered for ritual use by 

the early Ming emperors, they enjoy a status above that of other 

porcelains. The skills used to create these extraordinary red glazes 

were lost in China from the mid-15th century until they were 

rediscovered in the late 17th century. The glaze has ‘crept’ at the 

rims of the bowls to reveal the pure whiteness of the porcelain 

body. The slightly larger Yongle example has incised stylised lotus 

petals around the foot ring, whereas the Xuande example is plain. 



           

        

        

   

    

     

   

 case 61 

The glassy glaze is covered in tiny pinprick holes, like skin pores, 

and the colour possesses an incredible powdery depth, yielding 

layer upon layer of strong red shades of colour. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, 

Yongle period, AD 1403–24 

Xuande mark and period, AD 1426–35 

PDF 585 and A529 



 

   

        

        

         

         

   

    
          

         

          

          

         

    

 

 

case 62 

Qing falangcai porcelains 

The Kangxi emperor (AD 1662–1722) set up enamel workshops 

within the Forbidden City for decorating porcelain, copper and 

glass, following European styles of enamel work which he so 

admired. Plain porcelains were ordered from Jingdezhen and painted 

in the capital in 琺瑯彩 (falangcai ‘foreign colours’) between about 

AD 1720 and 1795. 

Blue falangcai bowl with flowers 
This bowl is painted outside with a very rare design showing 

sprays of convolvulus. These designs are embedded in a blue 

enamel ground with a reserved diaper pattern. Inside are a peony 

and a rose. The blue enamel four-character Qianlong mark on the 

base indicates that this bowl was painted within the palace. 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF A855 



    
          

        

        

           

      

    

 

 

   
        

        

         

    

         

           

          

           

         

         

  

 case 62 

Falangcai vase with figure scene 
This incredibly thin vase is painted in overglaze enamels with a 

European-style pastoral scene. Many features mark the vase as 

experimental. For example, the pink border with green shading 

around the neck was rarely used. Also, the base has an iron-red, 

four-character Qianlong mark within a double square. 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF A818 

Pair of falangcai saucer-dishes 
This complementary pair of saucer-dishes is extremely rare. Palace 

porcelain painters added a delicately drawn design of blossoming 

magnolia and peach. Inside both is the same ten-character poem, 

which reads 影轉團團月,香含細細風 
(yingzhuan tuan tuan yue, xianghan xixi feng ‘Their shadows go 

round and round with the moon; Their fragrance soft and subtle fills 

the breeze’). The red enamel seal preceding the poem reads 

佳麗 ( jiali ‘beautiful’) and the two seals after read 霞 (xia ‘clouds’) 

and 映 (ying ‘reflection’). Outside there are four lotuses reserved 

in a pale green diaper-patterned enamel ground, which carries a 

reserve quatrefoil pattern. 



          

        

        

    

 

    

   
           

         

       

          

          

          

           

          

        

         

        

      

 case 62 

Court porcelain decorators had already used this same poem on a 

Yongzheng (AD 1723–35) mark and period saucer-dish. Both these 

dishes have blue enamel Qianlong marks on their bases. 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing, 

AD 1736–95 

PDF 856 and PDF 857 

Falangcai saucer-dish with poem 
On one side is a design of intertwined branches of prunus and 

camellia. On the other side a poem reads 淡妝踈[疏]影兩依依 
(danzhuang shuying liang yiyi ‘lightly adorned [casting] scattered 

shadows, the two clink together [in the breeze]’). The seal before 

the poems reads 先春 (xianchun ‘early spring’). The two seals after 

the poem read 古月 (guyue ‘ancient moon’) and 清香 (qingxiang 

‘pure fragrance’). The original source for this line is a poem by 

Wang Yun 王惲 (1227–1304). As with many poems on falangcai 

wares it appears in the Peiwenzhai collection of poems《佩文齋詠

物詩》 compiled by the Kangxi Emperor in AD 1706. The bright 

lime-green ground colour was an innovation of the Yongzheng 

reign and was influenced by European technology. 



         

   

 

 

    
        

          

        

           

        

   

    

    

 case 62 

On the base is a four-character blue enamel Yongzheng mark. 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1723–35 

PDF A808 

Two enamelled glass wine cups 
Enamelled glass, painted within the same workshops as porcelain 

in the Forbidden City, is incredibly rare. The landscape scenes on 

one cup use European perspective with receding sightlines. The 

tiny flowers on both cups are painted in a technique popular with 

Venetian glassmakers. These cups have blue enamel Qianlong reign 

marks on their bases. 

Forbidden City, Beijing, AD 1736–95 

PDF 850 and PDF 851 



   
       

          

         

        

           

   

  

 

 case 62 

Falangcai bowl with peonies 
Court porcelain decorators were influenced by techniques of 

enamelling on metal already practised at the palace. This bowl is 

one of the earliest examples of palace-decorated porcelain. It is 

marked using overglaze blue enamel. It reads 康熙御製 
(Kangxi yuzhi ‘made by imperial command of the Kangxi emperor’). 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

about AD 1720–22 

PDF A806 



 

   

        

        

         

        

          

 

    
         

        

          

          

         

        

            

            

          

         

         

   

case 63 

Qing falangcai porcelains 

These porcelains were made at Jingdezhen and painted with 

European-style colours in Beijing between AD 1723 and 1795. 

Scholars used to call these 古月軒器 (Guyuexuan qi ‘Pavilion 

of the Ancient Moon wares’). Although guyue seals appear 

on many pieces, these are now known as 琺瑯彩 (falangcai 

‘foreign colours’). 

Bowls with prunus and poems 
Under court instructions, this pair of bowls was decorated in 

shades of black enamel with prunus (winter-flowering plum) trees, 

two stanzas each of five characters and with three puce enamel 

seals. Sir Percival David bought them from Alfred E. Hippisley 

(AD 1848–1939), a British Customs official in China who translated 

the poems in AD 1900. The poem 月幌見踈影墨池聞暗香 
(yue huang jian shu ying; mo chi wen an xiang) can be translated 

today as ‘The moon ripples [and I] see the shadow of a branch 

moving; at the ink-black pool you can smell the secret fragrance’. 

The seal before the stanzas reads 先春 (xianchun ‘early spring’). 

The two after the stanzas read 壽古 (shougu ‘longevity and 

ancient’) and 香清 (xiangqing ‘fragrant and pure’). 



 

        

   

 

    

   
        

         

         

         

     

          

            

           

            

         

         

           

       

   

     

 

 case 63 

The design derives from ink painting. On the bases are 

four-character Yongzheng marks in a double square in blue enamel. 

Porcelains: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1723–35 

PDF 827 and PDF 828 

Falangcai teapot with geese 
Porcelain painters in the Forbidden City painted geese on 

a riverbank or lake shore dotted with rocks, hibiscus, reeds 

and rushes. They also inscribed two stanza in black enamel 

accompanied by three puce enamel seals. The poem reads 秋满江

湖同飲啄,風喧蘆葦自飛鳴 (qiu man jianghu tong yinzhuo; 

feng xuan luwei zi feiming ‘Full autumn, together [the birds] drink 

and peck by rivers and lakes; in the wind [you hear] the clamour 

of rushes and reeds [the birds are flying around and crying’). The 

first phrase is literal and describes the group of birds. The second is 

more oblique and reflective. The seals read 仁和 (renhe ‘humanity 

and peace’); 四方 (sifang ‘four directions’) and 清晏 (qingyan 

‘pure and peaceful’). The underside of the lid is decorated with two 

geese - one swimming, the other half-submerged as if diving for 

food. The base carries a four-character blue enamel Qianlong mark. 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing, AD 1736–95 

PDF A833 



   
           

         

           

           

        

   

 

 

   
          

    

          

          

       

   

 

 

 case 63 

Falangcai bowl with swallows 
This design is a visual pun meaning ‘may you enjoy the Spring 

banquet in the apricot grove’. The first celebration party for 

candidates in the imperial exams was held in an apricot grove. On 

the other side, is a poem and seals reading 佳麗 ( jiali ‘beautiful’), 

先春 (xianchun ‘early spring’) and 旭映 (xuying ‘dawn glow’). 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF 874 

Falangcai vase with flowers 
The vase is painted with orchids, longevity fungus, rocks and a 

poem 雲深瓊島開仙逕,春暖芝蘭花自香 ( yunshen qiongdao kai 

xianjing; chunruan zhilan hua zixiang ‘A small path opens for the 

immortals through the deep clouds to paradise island; in the warm 

spring fragrance comes from iris and orchid flowers’). 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels, Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF 829 



   
          

           

           

           

       

   

 

 

   
        

            

        

        

   

   

 

 

 case 63 

Falangcai bottle with flowers 
This glassy porcelain bottle is painted with a stylised rock with 

pink roses, yellow orchids and green grasses. On the neck is a 

poem in black enamel preceded by a red seal reading 佳麗 
( jiali ‘beautiful’). It is followed by two red seals reading 四時 
(sishi ‘four seasons’) and 長春 (changchun ‘long spring’). 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF 848 

Falangcai teapot with flowers 
This teapot is painted with prunus, narcissus, bamboo, longevity 

fungus and rocks. On the other side, the Song poem by Yang Wanli 

reads 數枝橫翠竹,一夜遶朱欄 (shuzhi heng cuizhu; yiye rao zhulan 

‘Several branches of green bamboo hang across; and overnight 

surround the vermilion railings’). 

Porcelain: Jingdezhen, Enamels: Beijing 

AD 1736–95 

PDF A809 



 

  

          

      

         

        

          

  

    
         

         

         

      

           

           

         

            

          

            

     

case 64-1 

Early Qing porcelains 

Ceramic technology reached its peak in the reigns of the three 

emperors Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong (AD 1662–1795). 

Production at the imperial kilns was largely supervised by directly 

appointed court officials. The early Kangxi imperial porcelains 

here were made between AD 1671 and 1688 with underglaze 

and in-glaze decoration. 

Serving dish with figure scene 
This porcelain serving dish is one of the first officially 

commissioned dishes made at the imperial kilns in Jingdezhen for 

the 17-year-old Kangxi emperor. Potters marked the base with an 

inscription in underglaze blue 康煕辛亥中和堂製 (Kangxi xinhai 

Zhonghe Tang zhi ‘made in the xinhai year of the Kangxi period 

[equivalent to AD 1671] for the Hall of Central Harmony [in the 

Forbidden City]’). In the centre is a scene depicting 指日飛昇 

[literally – pointing to the red sun so that you will be promoted] 

painted in underglaze red and blue pigments. It shows a moonlit 

garden with a scholar and two servants carrying a large fan and a 

zither wrapped in a textile cloth. 



           

       

     

 

    
          

         

       

           

           

     

    

 

 case 64-1 

The high quality of the objects in this display case reflects close 

court patronage and supervision of the imperial kilns. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, about AD 1671 

PDF 653 

Vase with dragons among waves 
The design on this vase was carved in shallow relief. Copper-red 

was added to the two dragons, underglaze cobalt-blue for the 

crashing waves, dragons’ manes and spines and iron-pigmented 

celadon for the outer edges of the rocks. The addition of green 

as a third high-fired colour, together with blue and red, was an 

innovation of the late 17th century. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1681–88 

PDF C644 



   
           

           

       

            

         

           

        

        

         

           

        

          

            

 

    

 

 case 64-1 

Vase with ‘peach-bloom’ glaze 
This vase is finely potted with a slender neck and trumpet mouth. 

It is carved with a band of chrysanthemum petals around the foot. 

The innovative ‘peach-bloom’ glaze was difficult to achieve. 

Potters covered the vase with a layer of clear glaze, followed by a 

layer of copper-rich pigment, possibly blown on, and added further 

layers of clear glaze on top. When fired in a reducing atmosphere, 

this sandwiched colour developed into soft mottled red and 

pink with flecks of moss-green. European and American writers 

describe this glaze as ‘peach-bloom’, likening its soft dappled tones 

to the greenish-yellow, pink and red skin of a peach, but Chinese 

connoisseurs call it 豇豆红 ( jiangdou hong ‘cowpea-red’). It was 

applied to a limited number of forms, mostly small vases and 

writing utensils, and was only used for a short period in the 

Kangxi reign. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1681–88 

PDF 579 



 

  

       

       

           

           

           

   
          

         

           

           

           

       

    

 

case 64-2 

Qing wucai porcelains 

Early Qing dynasty overglaze enamels, developed from Ming 

dynasty 五彩 (wucai ‘five-coloured’) wares, fired as translucent 

colours in the kiln. Black and red enamel were used for outlining, 

as they are more opaque than the other colours. Blue was applied 

under the glaze, but after about AD 1700 an overglaze blue was 

invented. 

Wucai twelve-months wine cups 
This complete set of Kangxi wine cups is decorated in underglaze 

blue and in translucent overglaze colours, with a different flower 

motif for each of the twelve months of the lunar year. Each 

is accompanied by a couplet ending with the seal 賞 (shang 

‘appreciation or reward’). The porcelain is so thin you can see 

the designs through the walls of the cups. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi, about AD 1700 

PDF 815 



   
           

           

           

         

         

    

    

 

    
         

       

          

           

         

     

     

 

 case 64-2 

Serving dish with peaches 
This dish was made for the 60th birthday of the Kangxi emperor 

(lived AD 1654–1722) on 12 April 1713. The peach is a Chinese 

emblem of long life. On top of the peach, the imperial birthday 

greeting 萬壽 (wan shou ‘ten thousand longevities’) is written in 

gilded characters. The subtle gradations of colour within the peach 

were painted and blown on. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi, about AD 1713 

PDF 818 

Dish showing a pond scene 
Around the rim of this dish are four characters 萬壽無疆 

(wanshou wujiang ‘ten thousand years of longevity without 

end’). The Kangxi emperor ruled for 61 years, the longest reign 

in Chinese history. This dish, and others like it, were made to 

celebrate his 60th birthday. This state occasion was marked by 

widescale feasting, music and operatic performances. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, about AD 1713 

PDF A386 



   
        

        

           

           

           

     

    

 

  
        

       

           

       

    

      

    

 

 case 64-2 

Enamelled vase with horseman 
This vase shows a scholar-official riding a horse, accompanied 

by his servant. The watercolour-like palette – characterised by 

shades of green, black, red and yellow – and the relief carving 

are rare in the period of the Yongzheng emperor but were highly 

popular in his father Kangxi’s reign (AD 1662–1722). This vase has a 

Yongzheng reign mark on the base. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF 823 

Carved perfume casket 
This unmarked perfume casket is decorated with images of 

bamboo. Bamboo symbolises 君子 ( junzi ‘a Confucian gentleman 

of integrity’) as it bends but does not break under pressure and 

is evergreen. The shades of copper-green, iron-yellow, iron-red, 

manganese-aubergine and cobalt-and-manganese black colours 

are typical of Kangxi polychrome ware. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1662–1722 

PDF A812 



 

  

         

         

          

        

        

   
            

           

         

           

        

         

    

 

case 64-3 

Qing monochromes 

The enamels used to paint pictorial designs on Qing dynasty 

porcelains could also be applied as single-colour glazes. These were 

fired at either high or low temperatures to manipulate the final 

colours. These monochromes were made for the Yongzheng and 

Qianlong emperors. They include tableware, objets d’art and ritual 

vessels. 

Bowl with coral-red glaze 
This delicately potted bowl is one of a pair. It is covered with 

a colourless glaze and then fired for a second time. An iron-

pigmented overglaze on the outside lends it an orangey-red tint. 

This glaze is matt in tone and thinner than any other monochrome 

glaze because the colour-generating pigment is only suspended 

in the glaze, rather than being fully dissolved in it. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B518 



    
         

       

         

        

       

         

    

    

    
          

            

           

        

        

        

    

 

 case 64-3 

Yellow stemmed bowl and cup 
This stemmed bowl is incised with lotus sprays supporting the 

八吉祥 (bajixiang ‘Eight Buddhist Emblems’). The wheel, conch, 

canopy, umbrella, lotus, vase, fish and knot are all Buddhist 

symbols. Outside, both glazed vessels are covered with 

buttercup-yellow glaze, pigmented with iron-oxide. The rim 

of the cup is gilded. Both bear Yongzheng reign marks. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A575 and PDF B540 

Cup with deep green glaze 
This glaze is pigmented with copper oxide and fluxed with lead. 

As the light catches it, the glaze has a slight iridescence like oil 

in water. This Yongzheng cup was part of a collection of single-

coloured porcelains given to the Percival David Foundation by 

Mountstuart Elphinstone (AD 1871–1957) in 1952. Much of this 

gift was damaged when its packing straw caught fire. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B510 



   
          

       

             

       

             

    

    

 

 
          

          

       

        

       

       

 

 case 64-3 

Tea-bowl imitating lacquer ware 
Trompe-l’oeil porcelain was in fashion at the court in the 18th 

century. This Qianlong iron-red bowl imitates delicate silk-core 

lacquer ware. The poem reads ‘It is made in the shape of a fragrant 

chrysanthemum, but compared with the chrysanthemum is more 

delicate. As I sip tea, I am pleased to compare it with taking dew 

from this freshly picked flower.’ 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1736–95 

PDF A533 

Chrysanthemum-shaped dish 
A decree issued by the Yongzheng emperor in AD 1733 ordered 

Nian Xiyao – the man in charge of imperial production at 

Jingdezhen – to make twelve differently coloured chrysanthemum-

shaped dishes. Chrysanthemum dishes are known in more than 

twelve shades, reflecting that potters experimented with making 

additional colours. Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, about AD 1733 

PDF B597 



 

  

         

        

       

           

       

   
          

         

        

         

         

   

    

 

case 64-4 

Qing celadon glazes 

Qing celadon glazes are generally glossy with tiny bubbles. Most 

Yongzheng (AD 1723–35) and Qianlong (AD 1736–95) copies of 

earlier Song dynasty celadons carry six-character underglaze blue 

seal marks on their bases, but a small number are unmarked. 

They were made at imperial kilns at Jingdezhen. 

Vase with guan-style glaze 
The base of this bronze-shaped vase is marked with a six-character 

Qianlong seal mark. Throughout the 60-year reign of the Qianlong 

emperor, seal script base marks predominated over standard script 

marks. The Qianlong emperor shared the antiquarian tastes of 

his father, the Yongzheng emperor, for ancient bronze shapes 

and Song-style celadon glazes. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1736–95 

PDF A89 



   
         

           

           

         

         

      

    

 

   
          

      

        

        

         

  

    

    

 case 64-4 

Bottle with guan-style glaze 
This pear-shaped bottle is the only unmarked porcelain in this 

group. Its form, while common in the Qing, was unknown in the 

Song era. Dark clays were used at Jingdezhen in the 18th century 

to create imitations of Song dark-bodied wares, but potters also 

applied brown washes to recreate the 紫口鐵足 (zikou tiezu ‘purple 

mouth and iron foot’) of guan wares. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF 7 

Vases modelled after bronzes 
Both the shape and glaze of these seal-marked vases reflect the 

Yongzheng emperor’s antiquarian taste. Ancient bronze shapes 

were transformed in the Song dynasty (AD 960–1279) as 

illustrated catalogues of collections of antiques were published. 

The celadon glaze evokes both Northern Song Ru and Southern 

Song guan wares. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF 575 and PDF B572 



    
           

       

        

           

          

       

    

 

   
        

       

            

          

        

       

    

    

 case 64-4 

Flower holder with celadon glaze 
This squat vessel is fashioned with three holes in the top for 

holding plant stems or feathers. Although the iron-pigmented, 

high-fired glaze echoes celadons of the Song period 

(AD 960–1279), the form of the vessel is new. Despite lasting 

for only twelve years, the Yongzheng emperor’s era was the most 

creative period of Qing ceramic production at Jingdezhen. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B578 

Pair of covered jars 
Potters, under supervisors installed by the emperor, carved these 

elegant jars with chrysanthemum scroll around their bodies 

and with a leaf design on the cover. The jars carry a Qianlong 

reign mark and are covered with a pale celadon glaze. Although 

the jade-like colour of the iron-pigmented high-fired glaze is 

traditional, the form is innovative to this era. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1736–95 

PDF B574 and PDF B573 



 

        

       

          

        

        

      
           

          

        

  

    

    
    
   

 case 64-5 

Qing monochromes 

Potters fired porcelains with overglaze designs in small updraught 

kilns at about 750°–800°C. Single-coloured porcelains were fired 

between 950°C and 1100°C in the cooler parts of large cross-

draught kilns. The porcelains here carry Yongzheng (AD 1723–35) 

or Qianlong (AD 1736–95) reign marks on their bases. 

Blue dish, turquoise box and turquoise dish 
The glaze of the clear sky-blue dish is pigmented with cobalt. 

The covered box and other dish are coated with an opaque 

turquoise glaze coloured with copper. All carry underglaze blue 

Yongzheng reign marks. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province AD 1723–35 

PDF B561 (pale blue dish) 
PDF B536 (turquoise box) 
PDF B530 (turquoise dish) 



  
       

         

          

       

          

  

     

    

   
           

         

        

          

         

 

    

 

 case 64-5 

Two aubergine-glazed dishes 
The aubergine-coloured glazes here are derived from manganese-

cobalt mineral. The glazes are rather runny and ideally suited 

to covering an incised design, as they pool into recessed lines, 

creating contrasting patterns. They are low-firing glazes, maturing 

at about 1000°C. The bases of these dishes carry underglaze blue 

Yongzheng reign marks. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B585 and PDF B584 

Bowl with lime-green glaze 
This bowl is finely potted and covered with a transparent glaze 

and underglaze-blue Yongzheng reign mark on the base. In a 

second firing, potters applied a bright lime-green glaze outside. 

This colour was an innovation of the Yongzheng reign and was 

influenced by Western technology. It was made by adding copper 

to lead-antimonate. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B524 



    
          

           

          

       

           

    

    

  
   

   
           

             

           

          

           

    

    

 

 case 64-5 

Ruby bowl and rose-pink dish 
Potters covered these porcelains with a clear glaze all over. They 

blew the colour pigments through a tube with silk gauze over the 

end, allowing an even spread of colour outside. Both colours are 

low-fired and derive from European technology, using colloidal 

gold, which was first used in China about AD 1720. They have 

Yongzheng marks on their bases. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF C520 (bowl) 
and PDF B532 (dish) 

Dish with blue-tinged glaze 
Potters carved a design of a formalised lotus scroll on the inside 

of this dish. It radiates from a flower with the character 壽 (shou 

‘longevity’) in the centre. Outside is a band of lotus petals. The 

vessel is coated with a cobalt-pigmented glaze known in China as 

天青 (tianqing ‘blue-green of the sky’) and in Europe by the French 

connoisseurs’ term clair de lune. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF B567 



 

    

         

         

       

           

        

  

  
        

         

          

        

        

     

    

 

case 64-6 

Qing doucai and fencai porcelains 

The technique of painting outlines in underglaze blue and using 

translucent overglaze enamels for infilled colour is called 鬥彩 
(doucai ‘joined colours’). 粉彩 (fencai ‘powdered colours’) are 

opaque and have no blue outlines. Pink and a white enamel were 

introduced about AD 1720, greatly increasing the colour range 

available to potters. 

Gourd-shaped snuff bottle 
Jesuits living in the Forbidden City brought European technologies 

with them, such as enamelling glass, and introduced new habits 

such as sniffing snuff. Taking snuff had become an imperial habit 

by the Kangxi emperor’s reign (AD 1662–1722). Chinese craftsmen 

revelled in making miniature works of art. Snuff-bottles provided 

a means to demonstrate their skills. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1736–95 

PDF 836 



   
        

        

         

           

         

   

    

 

   
       

         

      

             

           

      

    

 

 case 64-6 

Vase with doucai grapevines 
This small gourd-shaped vase is painted with underglaze blue 

outlines and washes and shades of overglaze green, aubergine, 

red and yellow enamels in doucai style. A squirrel-like animal 

(probably a tree shrew) is depicted eating grapes on a fruiting vine 

which wraps around the vessel. The base carries an underglaze 

blue Yongzheng reign mark. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A792 

Teapot with doucai plants 
Chinese people call this design 歲寒三友 (suihan sanyou 

‘The Three Friends of Winter’). Pine trees represent stability and 

longevity. Bamboo symbolises the gentleman-scholar. Plum stands 

for purity, as well as leadership, as it is the first flower to bloom 

in China in the New Year. There is a six-character Yongzheng seal 

mark in underglaze blue on the base. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A798 
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case 64-6 

Doucai and fencai flasks 
Although the shape of these moon flasks with a flattened round 

body, tubular neck and cloud scroll handles was centuries old, their 

style of decoration was an innovation of the Yongzheng reign 

(AD 1723–35). The detail used in the painting is remarkable, 

reflecting both the court commissioning of these pieces and the 

supervision of their manufacture. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A733 (doucai) 
and PDF 824 (fencai) 

Two cups with fencai poppies 
These two thinly potted porcelain cups are quite different in form. 

One has an unusually broad foot-ring and base. The other is more 

typical of Yongzheng imperial porcelain. They are both painted 

outside in delicate shades of fencai with white and red poppies. 

Inside, one has fruit seeds and a small fruit, and the other has 

lychee and fruit seeds. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF 821 and PDF 878 



 

  

       

         

           

           

        

 

    
          

         

         

            

          

              

          

          

           

           

      

    

case 64-7 

Qing fencai porcelains 

Some of the most technically accomplished fencai (powdered 

colours) wares were made in the Yongzheng reign (AD 1723–35). 

From about AD 1720, designs no longer needed to be oulined in 

black and red, as the new opaque fencai palette was used. These 

colours included white, extending the tones available and improved 

colour shading. 

Serving dish with fencai peaches 
In the same way as the contemporary British artist Sir Howard 

Hodgkin (born AD 1932) spreads his painting beyond the borders 

of the picture frame, here porcelain decorators have gone beyond 

the boundaries of the rim to incorporate the outside of the dish 

in a continued design. The two flowering and fruiting peach trees, 

in shades of pink, green and brown, rise from the foot of this dish, 

then spill over the rim onto the inside. To complement these 

enamels, iron-red and black are used to great effect. These colours 

are not opaque and sit nearer to the surface, creating a contrasting 

matt result. The opaque colours of this palette are made of lead-

alkali-silicates, like cloisonné enamels, while the translucent 

enamels (case 64–2) are lead-silicates. 



       

    

 

    
           

       

        

          

         

        

           

           

        

          

         

           

 

    

 

 case 64-7 

The base carries an underglaze-blue Yongzheng reign mark. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A840 

Serving dish with fencai prunus 
This large porcelain serving dish is painted with a 靈芝 (lingzhi 

‘longevity fungus’) and branches of blossoming prunus (winter-

flowering plum), These are mingled with sprays of camellia, 

all painted in overglaze fencai enamels. All of these plants are 

auspicious in China. The introduction of this opaque palette, 

which included white enamel, enabled the porcelain decorators 

to experiment with all kinds of shading and gradations of colour. 

Tiny dots were used to suggest a slightly darker petal shade. 

The base carries an underglaze-blue Yongzheng reign mark. 

Both of the dishes in this display case are extraordinarily rare. 

Making dishes of this size posed a remarkable challenge for 

Chinese potters. The dishes were very difficult to fire in a kiln, 

without warping. 

Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, AD 1723–35 

PDF A839 
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